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Health Benefits of Apple
Chandra Kumar Singh,
S.M.S (Agronomy)
K.V.K, Tawang

A

pples (Malus domestica)
are pomaceous fruits produced by apple tree that belongs to the Rosaceae family.
The skin of apples is thin but
sturdy and the inner flesh is
thick and juicy; the fruit, it softens as it ripens. The nutrients
are in the flesh and the skin,
which are a rich source of anthocyanins and tannins. The
expression remains true:
‘An apple a day keeps
the doctor away!’
Anticancer
Potential:
Apples have shown moderate
improvement in treating various types of cancer, particularly skin, breast, and colon
cancer . Through epidemiological observations noted in
the journal Planta Medica, the
regular consumption of one or
more apples a day may reduce
the risk for lung and colon
cancer. Apples show a distinct
and undeniable capacity to reduce lung cancer and slow its
spread if it does develop.
Helps with Anemia:
Apples are useful in relieving
symptoms and treating anemia since they contain iron.
By increasing the number of
red blood cells in the body,
apples not only prevent anemia but also ensure proper
oxygenation of essential organ systems. This results in

enhanced blood circulation
and proper functioning of the
organ systems.
Boost Immune System:
Apples rich in vitamin C, antioxidant compounds and protein can have a major role in
preventing weakness, boosting immunity, and improving
muscle tone.
Control Diabetes: Blood
sugar control is essential for
people who suffer from diabetes. The polyphenols in apples
have been directly linked to
reducing the uptake of carbohydrates by the body. Some
research focusing on apple
vinegar showed that it can re-

duce the fluctuation of blood
sugar levels that occur in the
bloodstream, an important
factor for keeping diabetes in
check.
Boost Brain Health:
Apples increase the amount
of acetylcholine in the brain,
which is linked to improving
concentration, problem-solving, and memory.
Lowers the Risk of Heart
Diseases: Apples help lower
the risk of heart stroke and
various other heart ailments.
The antioxidant property of
apples reduces the oxidation
of fats, called lipid per oxidation. It also neutralizes various
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fats found in blood vessels that
can exert dangerous pressure.
The flavonoid quercetin reduces inflammation in our blood
vessels, while the polyphenol
epicatechin also lowers the
blood pressure in the body.
Improve Bone Health:
Compounds like kaempferol,
quercetin, and myricetin present in apple have been linked
to reducing inflammatory conditions, such as arthritis and
gout. Thus, people suffering
from rheumatism find apples

World No Tobacco
day held

ITANAGAR, June 1:
Arunachal Pradesh joined the
rest of the world in observing
the World No Tobacco Day, an
initiative of the World Health
Organization (WHO) to generate public awareness on the
harmful effects of tobacco use
and to discourage the use of
tobacco in any form. The day
is celebrated every year on
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very useful as they aid in the
healing process.
Improve Vision: Apples
may help to prevent conditions like macular degeneration, cataracts, and glaucoma. They also make the
eyes stronger and improve
eyesight and help in treating night blindness. How?
Apples are rich in flavonoid
compounds and antioxidant
phytonutrients, as mentioned
earlier, which reduce the impact of free radicals on the

eyes and prevent the various
issues.
Rich Source of Vitamin
C: According to the USDA
Nutrient Database, one large
apple provides approximately
17 percent of the daily recommended intake of vitamin C.
This essential vitamin helps to
increase the immunity against
infections and diseases. The
ascorbic acid reserves found
in apple helps in collagen
formation which provides a
range of benefits for the skin.

31 May, and the focus of this
year’s celebration was on tobacco and lung health.
As part of the celebration, awareness rallies and
meetings were organized by
the district tobacco control
cells in the district headquarters, and at various health
centres and educational institutions, to raise awareness on
the ill-effects of tobacco consumption on the user’s body.
The state tobacco control cell observed the World
No Tobacco Day on Friday by
felicitating individuals and organizations “who have made
significant contributions in
fighting the menace of tobacco
in Arunachal.”
The day is celebrated
every year on 31 May to create awareness on the harmful effects of tobacco use, and
to discourage its use in any
form.
ENT surgeon of the
Tomo Riba Institute of Health

& Medical Science (TRIHMS),
Dr Jego Ori, was felicitated
for his extraordinary services
as “the brand ambassador of
fighting against tobacco menace in the state.” Dr Ori has
single-handedly conducted 22
anti-tobacco camps in different
parts of the state.
While The Royal Flush
band was felicitated for its “tireless efforts in creating anti-tobacco awareness through music” as a brand the ambassador
of the anti-tobacco awareness
campaign, the Arunachal Cancer Welfare Society was felicitated for its selfless services
towards the society “in fighting
for a tobacco-free state.”
Exalt
Foundation
School, Itanagar, and Don
Bosco School, Jullang, were
also felicitated for making the
schools tobacco-free zones.
One Nikar Hangkar was felicitated “for showing determination and commitment to quit
tobacco under the tobacco
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cessation centre and choosing
a tobacco-free lifestyle.”
The felicitation function
was held in the conference hall
of the health & family welfare
(HFW) secretary at the civil
secretariat here.
State programme officer of the National Tobacco
Control Programme (NTCP),
Dr Biman Natung, spoke on
the future course of action under the NTCP, including enforcement of the Cigarettes
and Other Tobacco Products
(Prohibition of Advertisement
and Regulation of Trade and
Commerce, Production, Supply and Distribution) Act (COPTA), 2003.
Earlier, the health services director administered the
no-tobacco pledge to all the
officials and staff of the directorate.
The HFW secretary,
the capital complex deputy
commissioner, the directors
of family welfare, the TRIHMS
and medical education, the
NCD’s state nodal officer, the
Papum Pare district food &
safety deputy commissioner,
and the capital complex DMO
were also present at the function.
Meanwhile, the Papum
Pare district tobacco control
cell in collaboration with the
TRIHMS, the state branch of
the Indian Medical Association
and the RNTCP observed the
World No Tobacco Day at the
TRIHMS in Naharlagun on Friday.

During the programme,
Capital Complex DC Himanshu Gupta launched the ‘no
tobacco zone’ campaign in the
TRIHMS premises.
Gupta, accompanied
by TRIHMS Director Dr Moji
Jini and other faculty members, inspected the institute’s
campus and the wards, and
advised all to keep the institute
free from tobacco.
Papum Pare DMO Dr
Subu Tasso Kampu was also
present.
Earlier, NCD nodal officer (TRIHMS) Dr Radhe Natung highlighted the COTPA.
Students of the Arunachal State Nursing School
performed a skit on tobacco
and lung health, while the
Brahmakumaris of the Raj
Yoga centre here spoke about
holistic ways to quit tobacco
and lead a tobacco-free life.
The participants also
took the no-tobacco pledge on
the occasion.
Awareness rallies were
organized in Tawang, Yingkiong (Upper Siang), Khonsa
(Tirap), Pasighat, Ruksin, Bilat, Rani, Yagrung, Mebo and
Namsing in East Siang, Aalo
(West Siang), Bomdila (West
Kameng), Dambuk (Lower
Dibang Valley) and Daporijo
(Upper Subansiri).
Health officials, including from the National Tobacco
Control Programme, highlighted the Cigarettes and Other
Tobacco Products (Prohibition
of Advertisement and Regula-
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tion of Trade and Commerce,
Production, Supply and Distribution) Act, 2003.
They informed the public about the free medication
and treatment provided by the
government at tobacco cessation centres for people who
want to quit tobacco.
Another highlight of
the day was the taking of the
‘no tobacco pledge’ by participants.
Meanwhile, the Tawang
monastery campus was declared a ‘tobacco-free zone’ on
the occasion. It was officially
declared by DMO Dr Wangdi
Lama.
The students and staff
of Don Bosco School in Jollang near here also took out a
rally to spread awareness on
the ill-effects of tobacco use in
any form.
The Brahma Kumaris
in Namsai organized a special
drug de-addiction camp on the
occasion of World No Tobacco
Day.
Members of the public, students, shopkeepers and
CRPF jawans also participated
in the programme.

79th Birth Anniversary
celebration of Luminous Lummer Dai held

ITANAGAR, June 1:
The Deputy Chief Minister of
Arunachal Pradesh, Chowna
Mein on Saturday presented
the Luminous Lummer Dai Literary Award 2019, instituted
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by Arunachal Pradesh Literary Society (APLS) to Tagang
Taki of Siang district for his
enormous contribution in the
field of literature during NEFA
days on 79th Birth Anniversary
celebration of Luminous Lummer Dai here at J.N. Museum,
Itanagar.
While recalling the
contribution of Lummer Dai in
the field of literature, Mein said
that he is the pride of Arunachal Pradesh and a leading light
in the world of Assamese literature ‘Sahitya Surjya’.
Mein said that our state
has large number of tribes having distinct, variant cultures
and heritages, for a writer
there is so much of subjects in
offer to write.
He also advocated for
preservation of oral literature
in digital format and in written
form.
While lauding the effort of APLS, Mein called upon
them to encourage more literary activities in the state and
assured them to support in
their endeavour.
Earlier, DCM Mein paid
floral tribute to image of literary icon Lummer Dai.
President
APLS
Y.D.Thongchi, General Secretary APLS Batem Pertin, Luminous Lummer Dai Literary
Awardee, Tagang Taki, Senior
Journalist, Pradeep Kumar
Behera also spoke on the occasion.
Also present was Former Commissioner Hage

Kojeen, Members of APLS,
budding writers and students
from various schools.

Khandu announces
child care, maternity
leave for contractual
workers

ITANAGAR, June 2:
Bringing huge relief to the female employees, the state
government has decided to extend maternity leave and child
care leave benefits to female
contingency and contractual
staffs.
Pema Khandu signed
the file, which was his first
after taking over as the chief
minister for the second term.
Till now, maternity and
child care leave were given
only to regular government
employees in Arunachal.
Contractual
female
staffers serving in various capacities in the state government will now get 180 days of
maternity benefit and 60 days
of child care leave.
This decision of the
Khandu government will benefit more than 20,000 female
contingency and contractual
employees.

CM gets red-carpet
reception on first day
in office

ITANAGAR, June 2:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
was accorded a red-carpet reception at the civil secretariat
here on Sunday by Chief Sec-
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retary Satya Gopal, commissioners, secretaries and staffers of the CMO on his first day
in office after being sworn in
as the CM on 29 May for the
second consecutive term.
The ITBP personnel
stationed at the civil secretariat gave him a guard of honour
with Rashtriya Salute. Khandu
was then accorded a traditional
welcome at the CM’s office by
the CMO staff led by the CM’s
secretary, Sonam Chombay.
Monks chanted prayers
and conducted rituals while
others greeted Khandu with
traditional scarves and flowers.
Tsering Dolma, the
wife of the chief minister, also
attended the ceremonies.

Phosum Khimhun
sworn-in as Pro-tem
Speaker

ITANAGAR, June 2:
Phosum Khimhun, one of the
senior most members of the
7th State Legislative Assembly,
elected for the 5th consecutive
terms from the 52- Changlang
South Assembly Constituency
was sworn in as The Pro-tem
Speaker of the 7th Arunachal
Pradesh State Legislative Assembly, in an official ceremony
at Raj Bhavan, Itanagar at 1800
hrs. on 2nd June 2019. He has
been elected on Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) ticket for the
current Assembly.
The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.)
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B.D. Mishra (Retd.) administrated oath to Phosum Khimhun. Khimhun will perform
the duties of the office of The
Pro-tem Speaker in the Seventh Legislative Assembly of
Arunachal Pradesh until the
Speaker shall have been chosen by the Assembly. He will
administer oath to the newlyelected legislators of the State
Legislative assembly when the
House is convened on the 3rd
June 2019. as and when the
House is convened.
Chief Minister Pema
Khandu was present on the
occasion amongst others.

Khandu cabinet takes
major decisions to
boost education, law
and order

ITANAGAR, June 2:
The state cabinet in its first
meeting chaired by Chief Minister Pema Khandu on Sunday
took several major decisions
to strengthen the education
system and law and order in
the state.
After deliberations, the
cabinet decided that all outof-turn promotions in various
departments will be revoked,
and that there will be only one
school education director, after merging the posts of the
elementary education and the
secondary education directors.
The cabinet also decided that pre-board exams for
Classes 10 and 12 will be con-

ducted in December, and students who secure less than 33
percent marks and have less
than 75 percent attendance
will not be permitted to sit for
the CBSE exams.
Under the Integrated
Scheme for School Education,
only one district project coordinator per district will be appointed through a “fresh and
transparent selection process,”
the cabinet decided.
One of the major decisions of the cabinet is to frame
a state education policy within
three months.
The cabinet also decided that, in order to streamline
the process of granting scholarships to eligible students, the
scholarships from the SJETA
will be transferred to the education department.
It was also decided to
provide free textbooks at the
start of the academic year, and
to do away with the ‘book return policy’.
By another cabinet
decision, teachers will have
to forward their requests for
transfer and other grievances
only through the proper channel and not directly to the higher authorities. Any lapse in this
regard will be viewed adversely, the cabinet resolved.
Some other decisions
that were taken during the
cabinet meeting are: providing
laptops, printers and scanners
to 285 government secondary
and government higher secondary schools; strengthening
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the model residential schools
and the SCERT; releasing
stipends to eligible students
studying in elementary classes
only through the DBT mode;
starting the law college in Jote
in July; and starting the government model degree college
in Palin this year.
To strengthen the state
police, the cabinet decided to
create additional manpower in
the police department in phases. It approved the creation of
1000 posts at different levels
in the department.
The government has
also decided to make the
emergency response support
system operational by 31 July.
In the Ojing Tayeng
murder case, the reward for
providing information about the
culprits has been increased
from Rs 1 lakh to Rs 3 lakhs.
The government has
also decided to expedite and
complete the investigations in
the Toko Yame and the Ngurang Pinch murder cases.
The cabinet meeting
was attended by all the newly
sworn-in ministers.

Elected Ministers,
MLAs and CM took
oath of affirmation in
the first session of the
Seventh Legislative
Assembly

ITANAGAR, June 3:
The newly elected Members
of Legislative Assembly, including the Chief Minister and
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his Cabinet Ministers, took the
oath of affirmation in the first
session of the Seventh Legislative Assembly that begun
here today at the Legislative
Assembly Chamber.
At the beginning of
the session, Phosum Kimhun,
who was appointed as the Pro
tem Speaker, welcomed all the
MLA's and termed them the
'lucky ones' for having been
given this opportunity to serve
the state and the country. He
hoped that the elected members would reciprocate the
huge turnout of voters in this
election by maintaining and
upholding the democratic values of the country.
The session also officially marked the dissolution of
the 6th Legislative Assembly
and the Constitution of a new
Assembly for the state.

secretary, and with the state’s
chief secretary as one of its
members, in order to ensure
proper monitoring of the project, so that it is completed before the scheduled deadline.
Once it is built, the Hollongi airport will see the landing
of A-320 series aircraft, which
will also have cargo facilities.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the foundation
stone for the ‘construction of
Hollongi airport’ on 9 February
this year.
The
decades-old
dream of having an airport in
the state capital could be realized through consistent efforts
of the Khandu-led government,
which significantly reduced the
relief and rehabilitation cost,
finalized the permanent site,
and convinced the Centre to
sanction the dream project.

GoAP to approach
Centre for early
completion of airport

CM along with Council
of Minister viewed the
rampant preparation
of DPRs and estimates
by engineers without
following the laid down
norms

ITANAGAR, June 3:
The state cabinet headed by
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
on Sunday decided to approach the union civil aviation
ministry to complete the Hollongi greenfield airport project before the deadline of 42
months set by the Airports Authority of India.
The cabinet decided to
request the ministry to constitute a project monitoring committee under the chairmanship of the union civil aviation

ITANAGAR, June 4:
The Council of Ministers on
Sunday seriously viewed the
rampant preparation of DPRs
and estimates by engineers
without following the laid down
norms. Chief Minister Pema
Khandu headed cabinet decided that no DPR or estimates
shall be made and submitted by any engineer on his
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own. The DPR of any Project/
Scheme has to be submitted
by the concerned Engineer
through proper channel for obtaining approval of the Competent Authority. Any lapse in
this regard will be viewed seriously and action shall be initiated against such defaulting
officers.
During discussion of
miscellaneous items, the cabinet decided to provide totally
transparent, honest and robust
governance absolutely free of
all leakages and any kind of
corrupt practices. It was decided to ensure that the financial
rules and regulations are followed strictly while framing the
Budget and its implementation
subsequently.
In this regard, it was
decided to do away with the
present system of fund allocation in the form of SADA and
SIDF. The projects, schemes
of the emphasized priority sectors shall be identified well in
advance and the same shall
be incorporated in the Budget
document. This is to ensure an
accelerated rate of inclusive
growth and development in our
State, the cabinet observed.
Accordingly, all developmental projects/schemes/
programmes shall be reflected
in the budget document, which
shall be implemented without
fail by the implementing departments during the Financial
Year. The performance of the
Department shall be assessed
on this yardstick.
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The Finance Department shall also be accordingly revamped so as to ensure
that a robust mechanism of
checks are put in place to
oversee all the departments
and monitor strict adherence
of financial norms and propriety by the departments.
Prompt decision from the Finance Department shall be
ensured in this regard.
The Cabinet further
decided to the following
points for all round and inclusive development of the
state: Each Minister shall be
assigned districts as Prabhari to guide and nurture
such districts in all spheres
of development. He shall
also inspect projects and
report to Chief Minister; All
Secretaries shall also be assigned Districts as in charge
to oversee holistic development and shall conduct visits and inspections, once in
every two months. Such inspections shall be done only
on weekends; DCs shall be
Focal and Nodal point for all
developmental works. Bottom up approach of planning
shall be adopted to ensure
inclusive and need based
development, a mechanism
of Strict Monitoring of all projects/schemes/programmes
shall be established by each
Minister in their respective departments to ensure
timely completion with expected quality and Transfer
and Postings of all Govt offi-

cials including IAS, IPS, IFS,
APCS, APPS, APSS and Engineers shall be done only on
merit, functional requirement
in public interest and as per
transfer policy and therefore
NO recommendation shall be
entertained by the Govt. Any
political recommendation in
this regard shall be viewed
adversely against the Govt
Official as well.

Arunachalee
naturopathy Dorjee
Tashi Thongharpa
awarded PhD by
International Peace
University Germany

GUWAHATI, June 4:
Dorjee Tashi Thongharpa a
practitioner of naturopathy
hailing from Dirang, Arunachal
Pradesh has been conferred
PhD in Traditional Health Care
by the prestigious International Peace University, Germany
last Saturday.
George Freund Peter,
Member Global Accreditation
Council Germany was the
Chief Guest at the convocation
and the award function which
was held at Claresta Hotel &
Resort Bangalore. Adviser of
International Peace University
Dr Kim G, gave the presidential address to the jam packed
hall with dignitaries from India
and abroad, special invitees,
faculties, IPU students, parents which was also attended
by both electronic & print media.
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After receiving the
PhD certificate & the medal,
Dr. Dorjee popularly known
as Rapten said, I am privileged and grateful to the
Governing Body of International Peace University
Germany for the honor and
recognition which I shall remember lifelong. He further
added that he will continue to
treat the patients and serve
the poor and needy patients
with more vigor and dedication.
It may be recalled
that 33 yr old Dr. Rapten
have treated more than ten
thousand patients suffering
from various ailments in the
past few years. What is more
striking is that his treatment
does not cost a dime and is
free for any and all patients
to avail.
Dr. Rapten is proficient in curing neurological
disorders and also treats his
patients suffering from paralysis, gastric, sinus, migraine,
piles, slipped disc, fracture,
high blood pressure etc. One
of his popular treatments
is known as spoon therapy.
This therapy not only cures
gastric but also enhances
blood circulation. He got
trained in traditional health
care & naturopathy from experts from Sikkim and Vietnam. Today he was given a
warm welcome by his friends
and well wishers when he
landed at Guwahati International airport.
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Governor addresses
first session of the 7th
Legislative Assembly of
the State

ITANAGAR, June 4:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) addressed the first
session of the seventh Legislative Assembly of the State at
the State Legislative Assembly, Itanagar on 4th June 2019.
At the outset, the Governor
welcomed and congratulated
the members of the Assembly for entering upon the duty
of representing their constituency and people while bearing true faith and allegiance to
‘The Constitution of India’ and
upholding the sovereignty and
integrity of our Nation.
The Governor extended the good wishes of the people of Arunachal Pradesh to
Shri Narendra Modi on being
re-elected as the Prime Minister of India and to all the elected Members of Parliament of
17th Lok Sabha.
The Governor congratulated and complemented
each and every citizen of the
State for her and his participation and cooperation in these
elections – the great festival
of democracy. He also complemented the government
officials who have diligently,
without fear or favour, affection
or ill will carried out the enormous task of conducting these
simultaneous elections in our
State.
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The Governor said that
the priority of the Government
in the coming time will be to
make Arunachal Pradesh the
happiest and the most prosperous State of India. The guiding
philosophy of the Government
- 'Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas'
will be extended to 'Sabka
Saath, Sabka Vikas and Sabka Vishwas' in both letter and
spirit. The priority of the Government will be to enrich and
empower the life of the last
person standing in the queue.
He said that the Government
will put its focus on the sectors
of Health, Education, Water,
Electricity, Connectivity, Infrastructure and Security so that
each and every individual of
Arunachal Pradesh is able to
unlock his potential and is provided with ample opportunities.
Underscoring the priority of the Government, the
Governor said that the Digital Arunachal Mission shall
be continued with increased
vigour as Information Technology is our most potent and
effective tool for increasing
citizen access, optimum resource utilisation and efficient
program implementation.
The Governor said that
the achievements of the previous Government have created
a solid foundation for the new
Government to build upon. The
achievements of the preceding tenure are stepping stones
to our vision for our future.
The Government was moved
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out of the confines of offices
and was made to reach out to
all our citizens under 'Sarkar
Aapke Dwar’ program. These
camps generated overwhelming response in all the districts of our State and lakhs of
people benefitted out of it. The
program truly took the Government to the doorstep of people
and empowered and enriched
the life of our people living in
the remotest corners of our
vast State. In this tenure of the
Government, the popular program of ‘Sarkar Aapke Dwar’
shall be further strengthened
and its coverage and reach
shall be increased further, he
said.
The Governor said that
Arunachal Pradesh with its
unique location, can become
the connecting link between India and BBIN & ASEAN. Connectivity is the key to realising
this objective. We will connect
our entire State via highway,
airway, railway, waterway,
and i-way. My Government
will build infrastructure with a
focus on last mile connectivity. The Greenfield Airport at
Hollongi shall be made operational by 2022, which marks
75 years of Independence
and will be dedicated to our
people by our Hon’ble Prime
Minister Narendra Modi Ji, he
said while stating that railway
network in the State will be expanded and inland waterways
on navigable river systems will
be developed to boost tourism
and industry.
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The Governor said that
the Government aims to completely overhaul the existing
education system to provide
quality and modern education in the State of Arunachal
Pradesh by creating modern schooling infrastructure,
equipped with latest teaching
equipments and smart classes in a phased manner and
by strengthening the pre-elementary and primary education systems, by instituting a
robust performance audit and
gather real-time information
on primary and secondary education. My Government will
strive to provide quality health
facilities to every citizen of Arunachal Pradesh, he added.
The Governor said that
the Government shall strive to
bring in Private Investment to
Arunachal Pradesh. A flourishing private sector with a
diversified portfolio of industries is the key to job creation,
resource generation and sustained prosperity. An all out
war against corruption has
been launched, he said.
The Governor said that
the Government has adopted
a policy of zero tolerance towards corruption by any public
servant, irrespective of rank
and status. Recruitment across
Government departments is
being made absolutely transparent, free from any kind of
manipulation and solely based
on merit. Staff Selection Board
has been set up for conducting
recruitment for all regular and

contractual Group ‘C’ & ‘MTS’
posts.
Strongly condemning
the brutal act of violence in
which Late Tirong Aboh lost
his life, the Governor said that
the case is being investigated
by the National Investigation
Agency to bring the perpetrators to justice in a swift manner. He said that Law & Order
and Security remains the top
priority of the Government.
Modernisation of Police Force,
an efficient and robust intelligence system, prompt investigation and swift prosecution
are the pillars of effective Law
& Order Administration, he
said.
The Governor said that
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi in his recent speech
talked of two castes, one “the
poor” and the other “working
towards eliminating the poverty”. He expressed his wish
that the Government and the
MLAs muster all their energy
and resources to develop our
State and eliminate poverty
from Arunachal Pradesh. The
slogan of ‘NARA’-“National
Ambition and Regional Aspiration” will be strengthened
throughout the State of Arunachal Pradesh.
The Governor sincerely called upon the members in the State Assembly to
become a shining reflection of
it. In this August House, let us
have greater deliberations and
intense discussion on all Government policies and Legisla-
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tions with a view to streamline
our State plans and actions,
he said.
On behalf of the State
Government, the Governor expressed gratitude to all the Ministries of Government of India
which have been pro-actively
supporting the State in developmental projects and welfare
measures in various sectors of
the economy. He said that the
Union Government during the
past years, allocated sufficient
resources and also constantly
guided us on the progress of
the projects. He expressed his
hope and confidence that the
vibrant ‘Act East Policy’ of the
Prime Minister, Shri Narendra
Modi shall make Arunachal
Pradesh, an engine of growth
for the entire nation.
The Governor concluded his address with reassertion of the commitment of the
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
and his council of ministers
that they will tirelessly work for
the growth, prosperity and welfare of the people of Arunachal
Pradesh.

Arunachal Tourism
Society meeting held

PASIGHAT, June 4:
The Arunachal Tourism Society (East Siang) meeting
was held here on Monday at
the DC’s chamber, under the
chairmanship of the Deputy Commissioner Dr. Kinny
Singh for development and
promotion of tourism in the
district while the DTO (Tour-
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ism) T. Tatak outlined the purpose of the meeting.
DC Singh welcomed
the suggestion put in by the
members and opined that Pasighat, the centurion town with
rich cultural heritage, historical
and religious importance and
scenic beauty has the potential to emerge as one of the
top destinations in the state
adding that the town would be
developed to harness its tourism potential, which will lead to
economic development of the
area.The district administration is committed to extending
all help in making strategy and
plan for Sirki waterfall, trekking trail, introduction of park,
meditation centre and pilgrimage site at DangoriaMandir,
promotion of homestay etc will
be taken on priorities, the DC
noted. She also informed that
proper training will be provided
to the concerned persons.
DTO T. Tatak had
presented a brief status and
achievement report to the DC
and members present. He informed that an official website
will be launched shortly for
convenience of the tourists.

District level
BMW advisory
committee held

PASIGHAT, June 4:
A District Level Bio-Medical
Waste Advisory Committee
meeting was held in the Siang
Hall on Monday. Key members,
including DMO Dr. Kaling Dai,
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MS (BPGH) Dr. YR Darang,
EE (PMC), Medical Officers,
representatives of NGOs and
other stakeholders participated
in the meeting.
After a threadbare discussion, DC instructed the
DMO cum Bio-medical Nodal
Officer to monitor and supervise that all health facilities
are in place and ensure that
Biomedical waste disposal in
a befitting manner in the district. Another Nodal Officer
Dr. KadumJonnom, MO Incharge RuksinCHC will provide facilities and advices on
BMW disposal for all CHCs
and PHCs. Dr. Jhony Darang
MO In-charge Bilat will take
care of all sub-centres of the
district in the matter of BMW.
The DC instructed the EE
(PMC) KipaGagung to liaise
for proper disposal of BMW.
DC Singh assured to extend
all possible help in the process.
DMO Dr. Kaling Dai
asked the MOs to submit annual BMW report on 5th June.
MOs present in meeting
pointed out regarding difficulties in obtaining LPCs (Land
Possessing Certificates) of
their respective hospitals
which is one of the major criteria for getting authorization
certificates from SPCB (State
Pollution Control Board). Dr.
Dai assured that the DC cum
Chairman will take care of it
and MOs should apply for authorization certificates from
SPCB.
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Tirap DDSE Serves
Show Cause Notice to
Absentee Teachers

KHONSA, June 4:
Tirap DDSE Pubi Lombi has
served show cause notices to
several teachers who were absent during his unannounced
visit to various government
schools in Khonsa and BariBasip on 3 and 4 June.
The DDSE has asked
the teachers to explain their
absence in writing, and support their explanation with
documentation, within five
days, “failing which,” he said,
“disciplinary action will be initiated against incumbent as by
deeds of against CCS (Rules),
Clause No II.”
During his visit to the
schools, the DDSE had found
absent three teachers in the
primary school in Bank Colony
here, one teacher in the primary school in Kheti, three in the
secondary school in Thinsa,
six in the upper primary school
in Lamsa, two teachers in the
primary school in Old Katang,
five in the upper primary school
in Khela, and four teachers in
the government residential
school in Bari-Basi

DLMC Meeting On
BMW Held

CHANGLANG, June 5:
The district health society of
Changlang organised a district
level monitoring committee
(DLMC) meeting on bio-medical waste management at the
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DC’s conference hall here on
Wednesday.
Noting the possible
health hazards of bio-medical
waste, Deputy Commissioner
RK Sharma insisted segregation of bio-medical waste and
pre-treatment, to disinfect the
toxic waste before safe disposal.
Chairing the DLMC
meeting, the deputy commissioner also suggested creating
awareness among households
in the district for segregation of
household wastes before disposal, so that recyclable waste
can be sent for recycling.
Sharma directed District Medical Officer, Dr CL
Manchey to install the incinerator and make it functional as
soon as possible by working
with other stakeholders.
The DC also urged
concerned departments to adhere to the Bio-Medical Waste
Management Rules, 2016
and directed them “to submit
reports on prescribed format
positively and on time.”
Earlier, the DMO elucidated on bio-medical waste
management and informed
that 5-10 % of bio-medical
waste is hazardous, while 1015 % of it is infectious and
needs to be handled without
adverse effects.
He informed that the
medical officers in charge of
all the health facilities in the
district would be trained on
bio-medical waste management.

District
Hospital
Changlang Medical Superintendent, Dr H Tangjang gave
detailed presentation on biomedical waste management to
the members.

Lowang conducted
departmental review
meeting taking stock of
various programmes,
schemes and other
official matters

ITANAGAR, June 5:
Resuming office for the second term as Minister for Public
Health Engineering and Water
Supply, Wankgi Lowang conducted a departmental review
meeting to take stock of various programmes, schemes
and other official matters taken up by the department, here
at the state civil secretariat on
Wednesday.
Chief Engineer (Eastern Zone) Tomo Basar highlighted various works taken
up by the department in the
water sector and upcoming
schemes.
Chief Engineer-cumMission Director, SBM (G)
Sentum Yomcha informed
about the status of works under the Swachh Bharat Mission
(Grameen) in rural Arunachal.
He also highlighted the
Annual Implementation Plan
(AIP) of the SBM (G) designed
for the financial year 2019-20,
especially concerning ODFPlus activities, which focuses
on sustainability measures for
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maintaining ODF status and
solid liquid waste management.
PHE & WS Commissioner Maryna Ete also provided feedback on the state’s
present scenario.
Accessing the affairs,
the minister urged department
officials to focus and work
hard.
The meeting was also
attended by SE-cum-State Coordinator, SBM (G), Joi Angu,
EEs, AEs and state consultants.

World Environment
Day celebrated

ITANAGAR, June 5:
Tree plantation and awareness
rallies marked World Environment Day (WED) celebration
in Arunachal Pradesh.
Governor BD Mishra
and the First Lady of the State,
Neelam Misra participated in a
plantation programme in Raj
Bhavan, Itanagar to mark the
occasion where they planted
Saplings of Rudrasha (Elaeocarpus ganitrus) in the Raj
Bhavan compound.
Speaking on the occasion, the Governor called upon
the people to plant more and
more saplings to preserve,
protect and promote the environment. He said that the conservation of natural environment is as important as taking
care of one’s health. It is also
necessary for wellbeing of the
present and future generations.
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Pleased at the participation of the security personnel in the celebration of the
World Environment Day, the
Governor advised each one
of them to write to their family
members back home to plant
saplings and actively aid the
expansion of nature’s gift to
human beings.
R.P.
Uppadhayaya,
IPS, Commissioner to Governor along with the officers and
ITBP troops stationed at Raj
Bhavan were present on the
occasion.
The capital complex
administration in collaboration
with the Arunachal Pradesh
Women Welfare Society organized a ‘mass tree plantation’
programme near the police
headquarters, Itanagar on the
occasion of World Environment Day on 5 June.
DC Himanshu Gupta
and other officers attended the
plantation programme along
with volunteers of APWWS.
50 trees were planted near the
highway.
The Department of Environment & Forests celebrated the WED with various programmes here, involving the
students.
As part of the celebration, the department organized
an awareness rally from the
PCCF office to IG Park here,
where a mass tree plantation
progammes was organized
later.
The rally was flagged
off by PCCF and Principal Sec-
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retary (E&F) Lalram Thanga
and participated by the students and teachers from various schools of Itanagar and
Naharlagun area and officers
and staffs from the department.
Saplings were also distributed
to the participating schools.
The department also
organized drawing and painting competitions on the key
theme among the students
and prizes were awarded to
the winners.
The Forest Department
of East Siang along with the
officials of Mebo sub-division
celebrated the WED by organizing a roadside tree plantation programme at Bodak
along Pasigh-Yingkiong road.
The day was also celebrated
at Mebo and Ruksin in East
Siang district by the department.
The All West Kameng
Students’ Union in collaboration with the Forest Department, Bomdila division celebrated the WED at the new
Bomdila College campus at
Wangho village. Over 1000
seedlings were planted in the
college campus. The students
of the college also participated
in the tree plantation.
On the occasion, the
department of Environment &
Forest, Tawang planted more
than 500 saplings of Blue pine
and Cryptomeria at different
locations within the Tawang
town.
Various organizations,
schools, colleges and NGOs
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also celebrated the WED by
organizing tree plantation programmes, awareness rallies
and meetings in order to raise
awareness on various crucial
environmental issues and sensitizing the students and the
public about their role in addressing these issues.
The day was celebrated by the 31 BN ITBP, Yupia,
the staff and officers of the Regional Outreach Bureau, ministry of I&B at its office complex at Senki Park here, the
NCC cadets of Rajiv Gandhi
Govt. Polytechnic under the
1 AP Battalion NCC (Army),
the College of Horticulture
and Forestry, Central Agricultural University, Pasighat, East
Siang, the Team EPC (Apatani), Ziro in Lower Subansiri
district, Mirmir Bull, a Pasighat
based NGO, AMYAA (NGO)
and the children of Ridgeview
Public School, Roing in Lower
Dibang Valley district, VKV,
Oyan in East Siang district and
the Magic Club Arunachal.

CM concern over
missing IAF Aircraft;
calls on district
administrations of
Siang, West Siang,
Lower Siang and ShiYomi to intensify search
operation

ITANAGAR, June 6:
Worried and concerned over
the safety of the IAF crew
and five passengers traveling in IAF AN 32 aircraft from
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Jorhat in Assam to Mechuka
in Arunachal Pradesh which
went missing on Monday and
till day three having no clue on
its whereabouts, Chief Minister Pema Khandu has called
all the district administrations
of Siang, West Siang, Lower
Siang and Shi-Yomi to intensify search operation.
It may be mentioned
that the DCs of these districts
are in close coordination with
the IAF and helping them out
with all possible means.
Deputy Commissioners
of Siang and West Siang apprised Khandu about the steps
initiated by them to trace the
missing aircraft and said that
they are working in close coordination with each other. They
arranged three teams consisting of 3/4 local in each team
to trace out the the missing Aircraft and the people onboard.
The teams are for-1 Bayor
adi Mountain range( in front
of tumbin village) 2. Pari adi
mountain( in front of molo village) 3. Sibir- Virgong mountain
range( between molo- tumbin) .
All these ranges fall under the
Payum administrative circle and
are in the line of Aircraft route.
Necessary logistic support
have provided to them. Bayor
adi team tracked yesterday but
returned without result.
Meanwhile a joint effort
by civil police, army and Airforce
is in force to search the crashed
location in a area of about 2500
sq KM fall under Kaying and
Payum circle of Siang Distt of

Arunachal Pradesh. But till now
no exact location is found out.
Today three person of Tumbin
village stated that on the incident day and time when they
were doing field work saw a
thick black smoke which was
originating from
a different
mountain which has a aerial
distance of about7/8 KM towards the Molo village. This fact
is also being verified. In addition
to three search parties, tomorrow one party from Shi- Yomi
district and one party of Army is
also climbing to possible locations to search the Aircraft, the
DGP informed the CMO.
Khandu has asked the
concerned DCs to intensify
the search operation and also
appealed the villagers of the
adjoining areas falling in the
probable route of the aircraft to
provide any sort of information
to the nearest administrative
headquarter or police outpost.
He also appealed them to join
in the search operation so that
the missing aircraft and the
crew and passengers on board
could be traced out at the earliest.
Soon after the missing
news of IAF AN-32 came up,
Khandu had tweeted “Praying for safety of all 13 persons
who were on board on Indian
Air Force AN 32 plane which
took off from Jorhat station for
Mechuka ALG at around 1 PM
and is reportedly missing. Our
all out support to the IAF that
have launched its search operation”.
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DLMC meeting on bio
medical waste held

YUPIA, June 7:
The District Level Monitoring
Committee Meeting on BioMedical Waste (BMW) Management held under the Chairmanship of In-charge DC, Shri
TabangBodung at DC conference Hall, Yupia today on 7th
June’2018. While speaking to
the members Shri Bodung said
that Bio Medical Waste Management is a very challenging
task and hence we need to be
very pragmatic and prompt for
proper implementation of its
management system.
At the very outset, District Medical Officer, Papum
Pare Dr(Mrs) Subu Tasso
Kampupresented an overview
of Bio Medical Waste Management in Papum Pare District
and asserted that she will ensure that BMW management
systems are effectively implemented in the district and requested all stakeholders to
give their full support.
She also informed that
identification of exact site for
BMW disposal as per BMW
guidelines is also under process and said that very soon
all Govt. Health & Private
Health Facilities in the district
will be registered under State
Pollution Control Board and
clinical establishment act.
Executive
Engineer,
PH & EEr.T.Ukap also shared
about present status of Solid
and liquid Waste Management(
SLWM) under Swachch Bharat
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Mission (SBM) (Gramin) implementation in the district.
Representative from
APSPCB,NichMeji also highlighted the role of Pollution Control Board and said
that according to rules every
HCFs( Health Care Facilities)
handling bio-medical waste,
irrespective of quantity is
mandatory to obtain proper
authorisation from State Pollution Control Board while NGO
representative Kani Nada Maling, Secretary General , APWWS stressed upon creation of
wide awareness about BMW
among all stakeholders be it
Govt and pvt hospitals, clinics
and Pharmacies on handling
bio- medical waste. She also
suggested that an officer must
be assigned over all in-charge
and he or she should be given
orientation training cum exposure visit to other state where
BMW management systems
are successfully implemented.
Dr. Jego Ori, President,
IMA also shared that Committee should focus on identification of health care facilities
were highest number of BMW
is generated and wide circulation of BMW circulation to all
Govt/ Pvt hospitals, clinics,
pharmacies for proper implementation. Earlier, Prince Jacob, Sr. Programme Officer,
Health & Wellness gave power
point presentation on Bio-Medical Waste Management. Dr.
R.R. Ronya, DSO (IDSP) cum
DP (NCD), Dr.NidoTayo, Veterinary Officer, Er. Janu Taying,
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EE (E), Yupia, Er. Tao Tadap,
EE, UD&H Dr.HageTayo, SMO
(SG) RNTCP, Dr. L. Chuki, MO
I/C DH Doimukhalso shared
their views during the discussion.
During the meeting, the
committee discussed on key
points like wide awareness of
BMW to all the Medical Officer
I/C, MO, Nursing Superintendent I/Cs, Immunisation I/cs.
All private hospitals, Clinics,
Pharmacies, Pvt. Paramedical
schools are to be given awareness taking full confidence of
Bazar committee, Municipal,
Officer in Charge of respective block police station.District, Block, monitoring team
of BMW to be formed immediately to give proper execution in the district. Compulsory
construction of Sharp pit and
deep burial in every CHC,
PHC, SC ’s and installation of
incinerator for District Hospital Doimukh. All Health Facilities Govt./ Private will submit
their BMW disposal status in
prescribe format which will be
issued by DMO Papum Pare,
Yupia.

DLMC Holds first ever
meeting on Medical
Waste Management

Aalo, June 7:
The first ever meeting on Medical Waste Management, participated by medical fraternity,
public, women wing and members of District Level Monitoring Committee was held un-
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der the Chairmanship of West
Siang Deputy Commissioner
Smti Swetika Sachan at Conference Hall of DC office today.
Chairing the meet, the
DC stressed on role of medical, urban development and
Veterinary and exhorted them
to work jointly to dispose off
the medical wastes and dead
animals with infectious diseases as per laid down norms
to contain spread of diseases.
Burning of waste inside the
institution is banned to control air pollution and all wastes
have to be disposed by giving
chemical treatments and following all safety measures.
The District Medical Officer, Dr
Moli Riba said that the maiden
meeting has been convened to
know the Status of waste management in General Hospital
Aalo and seek valuable suggestions from the participants
to look into waste disposal
aspects and he appealed the
members to visit the hospital
from time to time to give their
valuable suggestions.
The Medical Superintendent, Dr Linya Lollen gave
detail presentations on medical waste management and
burning problems faced by the
Medical department in cleanliness and health delivery system. Dr. Nyodu, DVO and Dr.
Jumge Padu, MO Yomcha also
dwelt on various useful tips on
medical waste management
and supply of drugs in medical
outposts.
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Governor’s initiative
for ‘Archery Camp’ to
be conducted by the
Indian Army archers

Itanagar, June 8:
Shri NyamarKarbak, MLA,
Liromoba called on the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig.
(Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) at Raj
Bhavan, Itanagar on 7th June
2019. They discussed about
developmental initiatives and
women education in the State.
The Governor, who
had visited West Siang District,
during his last District Tour advised the MLA to explore ways
and means to motivate students and youth, particularly
girlstudents towards competitive examinations, games and
sports. He also advised Shri
Karbak to motivate the teachers to give extra coaching their
students and prepare them for
various government service
competitive examinations at
the union and the State level.
Acknowledging
the
sporting potential of the youth
of the State, the Governor
suggested to the MLA to sponsor for ‘Archery Camp’ in his
constituency to be conducted
by the Indian Army incoordination with Arunachal Pradesh
Department of Sports. He informed that he has already
taken up with the Chief of the
Army Staff, General Bipin Rawat for holding the Camp and
conducting the training by the
Indian Army Archery Team.
While conveying his gratitude

to the Governor for the proposal, Shri Karbakexpressed his
delight to organise the training
camp in Donyi Polo Government College, Kamki, West
Siang District in collaboration
and with the support of the local Indian Army unit stationed
there. He also informed that
he has initiated a Mass Yoga
programme in his constituency
prior to International Day of
Yoga, i.e. 21st June 2019.accompanied
Dr.GojumKarlo,
accompanied Shri Karbak, her
husband to the meeting.

individually motivated
projects and schemes
to be discouraged:
Khandu

ITANAGAR, June 8:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
today chaired a review meeting of Finance, Planning and
Investment department for
strengthening the department
and for discussion on preparation of budget for the upcoming financial year.
Chief Minister said the
Finance, Planning and Investment department is the main
engine of the government and
its efficiency is of utmost concern and priority. He said public has given mandate to this
government so that we come
up to their expectations.
He also said individually motivated projects and
schemes be discouraged forever, dubbing it as the window
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of corruption. He said recent
cabinet has decided that all
schemes and projects must
be proposed through proper
procedure and reflected in
budget. Also individually motivated projects, which finds
itself through SADA and SIDF
scheme has been stopped.
Such steps will enable for
greater transparency in the
entire project implementation
process and unnecessary harassment to government employees and public leaders on
account of individual schemes
will be minimized, said CM.
Chief Minister also said
inclusion of new proposals
must be discouraged at the revised estimate stage and only
the budgeted projects that requires additional funding may
be considered. He urged the
Finance department to focus
on computerization of treasury
office. He also urged budget
division to focus on payments
through PFMS platform and
over a period of time should
move towards Integrated Financial Management System
(IFMS) through computerization of budget exercises. To
strengthen the department,
Chief Minister said manpower shortage will also be addressed and two officer of secretary level will be deputed in
Finance Division.
On budget preparation,
CM urged for inclusive and realistic budget that should incorporate the aspirations of
the people. The department
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should focus on long term perspective plan and accordingly
plan the current year budget.
In this regards Planning & Investment Division to bring out a
perspective plan for the State.
He also said immediately after
budget is announced, works
departments must get immediate approval of funds from
finance department so that
last minute rush during the fag
end of financial year can be
stopped. He also said on immediate approval of funds, the
department can fully utilize the
fund allocated for projects so
that no funds remain unused.
Also present in the
meeting were Deputy Chief
Minister Chowna Mein, Chief
Secretary Satya Gopal, Principal Secretary (Finance, Planning & Investment), Secretary
to CM, Secretary (Finance)
and Officers from Finance,
Planning and Investment department.

Felix flags off 2 laning of
Joram-Koloriang road
ZIRO, June 8:
The 2-Laning of Joram-Koloriang road from KM 20.00 to
KM32.050 & KM 32.050 to
KM 44.00 was flagged off today collectively by Shri Bamang Felix, Hon’ble Minister
of Home & Interstate Border
Affairs, Rural Development
&Panchayati Raj and Parl. Affairs , Shri TabaTedir, Hon’ble
Minister Education and Cultural Affairs & Dept. of Indigenous Affairs, Er. Tage Taki
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Hon’ble Minister Agriculture
, Horticulture, Animal Husbandry &Vetenary and Dairy
Development and Shri Mama
Natung, Hon’ble Minister
Youth Affairs & Sports and
Water Resources at Talo Village (Jalvi).
“Lives have been lost
and economies of these areas
crippled due to the bad roads
and communication bottlenecks. Let us all rise above
our petty greed and extend
our wholehearted support to
the engineers and the contractors who have assured to
finish this 24km stretch road
within two and half years from
now.” Felix said while addressing the public.
“The Pema Khandu
government will also leave
no stones unturned to ensure
the completion of this road.
At the same time the District
Administration and the Police
Department should be more
vigilant and identify individuals creating ruckus and hindrance without any fear,” he
added.
“I will also personally
monitor the progress of this
road and ensure frequent
visits to the camp office at
Ziro,” he further added while
also suggesting NHIDCL to
streamline the earth cutting
process.
Felix informed that the
Department of Home will soon
be launching ‘Hamara Arunachal Abhiyaan’ that would
involve youths, Goan Buras
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and GoanBuris, CBOs etc to
contain law and order issues
in the societyand appealed all
to volunteer their services for
this Abhiyaan.
“One of the most important point in my Election
Manifesto was the clearance
of this road,” said Tedir, who
is also the local MLA while
expressing his joy.“This ceremony is just the first phase of
this project. For this road to be
complete all of us will have to
extend unconditional support
to the companies that would
building this road. Let us all
make this a model road,” he
added.
Taki also called for a
paradigm shift of our mindsets and being progressive
in thoughts and actions.“This
belt can be the agriculture
and horticulture corridor of
the state, if this communication bottleneck is cleared”, he
said while appealing all for cooperation for the completion
of the road in the stipulated
time.
This stretch of road
marred with compensation
controversies will finally see
the day with M/S TKE Consortium Pvt. Ltd and M/S Brand
Eagles executing the work
with technical inputs from HEC
in Association with AIPPL.
Among others MLA
Balo Raja, HoDs, Senior
public leaders of the area,
goanburas and goanburis,
representatives from ANSU
attended the program.
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Khandu expresses
condolences at the
demise of former IPR
Director

ITANAGAR, June 10:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
conveyed deepest condolences to the family of former
Director IPR & Printing Late
Supriyo Deb who expired
last night reportedly due to
cardiac arrest.
In his condolence letter Khandu wrote, “Late Deb
was a fine gentleman and
a very good human being.
His services to the State of
Arunachal Pradesh as the
Director of IPR & P will be
remembered for years to
come. He contributed immensely in strengthening
the department of IPR and
Printing during its formative
days”.
Adding further the
CM said, “I know this would
be the most trying times for
you and your family members. I hope my humble
words of consolation would
ease the grief even if a little.
In this moment of grief, me,
my family, colleagues in the
Government and people of
Arunachal Pradesh extend
our solidarity with you and
share the pain inflicted on
you by one of the greatest
truths of life”.
He prayed Almighty
to bestow the bereaved family members with strength to
bear the irreparable loss.

Vermicompost
production training
held

PASIGHAT, June 10:
In pursuance of implementation of SWM/plastic waste
management rules 2016, a
training on Vermi-Composting
was organized by the Pasighat
Municipal Council under able
guidance of the Deputy Commissioner Dr. Kinny Singh at
the conference hall of the College of horticulture and Forestry (CAU), Pasighat. Among
others, Prof. BN Hazarika
(Dean), officers from PMC,
admin officers and HoDs participated.
Resource-person Dr.
AS Mailappa, Assistant Professor (SS & AC),CHF(CAU)
Pasighat imparted the training
with lecture and field demonstration.Mailappa in his presentation included how to deal
with selection of place for composting, selection of worms,
preparing methods, quantity
to be used for each crops and
benefits of using vermi-compost.
While sharing her views
and suggestion, DC Dr. Kinny
Singh emphasized on vermicomposting as an important
component of organic farming and earthworms/ verminworms as real friends of the
farmers and expressed hope
that good planning and efforts of officers and public as a
whole we could transform East
Siang District into an Organic
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District. She instructed the admin officers to be pro-active
and conduct survey of utilization (sale/use) of chemical fertilizers and to submit reports
immediately so that appropriate step could be taken up for
better tomorrow.
Stating segregation at
source essential, the DC said
Segregation makes the recycling of the waste easier. This
practice of waste segregation
could be done by keeping two
dustbins at home/source.

Governor meets Union
Home Minister

New Delhi, June 10:
The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D.
Mishra (Retd.) met the Union
Home Minister Shri Amit Shah
in the National Capital New
Delhi on 10th June 2019.They
discussed about the security
scenario of the State, particularly the eastern districts of
Namsai, Changlang, Tirap and
Longding.
The Governor emphasised on strengthening the
State Police through Police
modernization, provide adequate fund for accommodation facilities to the lower level
personnel of the State Police
Force and mobility. He also
stressed on upgradation of riot
control training and riot control
equipments.
The Governor briefed
the Union Home Minister regarding Jails in the State and
its challenges.
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The Governor shared
the anguish of the people of
Arunachal Pradesh with the
Home Minister against militancy in the eastern parts of the
State and barbaric killing of
a sitting member of the State
Legislative Assembly Shri
TirongAboh and 10 others on
21st May 2019.

Governor meets
Textiles Minister

New Delhi, June 10:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) met theUnion Cabinet Minister for Textiles and
Women & Child Development
Smt. Smriti Zubin Irani in the
National Capital Delhi on 10th
June 2019. They discussed
on promotion of traditional loin
loom and women and children
issues of the State.
The Governor called
forpromotion of traditional
Arunachali textiles at the national and international levels.
He said that the designs and
patterns of traditional weaving of Arunachal Pradesh are
unique, attractive, exclusive
and one of its kinds in the
world. Each and every tribe of
Arunachal Pradesh has different colour and design symbolizing their identity, the Governor said while adding that Loin
Loom weaving is an extension
of the traditions and has been
a time tested self employment
avenue for the ladies.
Reminding the Union
Minister of her 22nd February
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2019 visit to Itanagar, the Governor reiterated the challenges
of local traditional weavers and
requested her to start cotton
and silk Banks in Arunachal
Pradesh. He underscored that
to preserve the age-old loin
loom tradition in its pristine
form, the local weavers must
have the facility at hand to collect their thread requirement.
The Governor also
shared with the Union Minister,
his findings during his district
tours regarding issues related
women and children in rural
areas of the State.
The Textiles Minister
accepted the need for promotion of traditional loin looms in
Arunachal Pradesh and said
that a Handloom Park will be
developed in the State Capital Region wherein loin loom
weaving can be taken up adequately and all its aspects
taken care of.

Governor meets
Defence Minister

New Delhi, June 10;
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.), who is on an official
tour to the National Capital
New Delhi, met the Defence
Minister Shri Raj Nath Singh
on 10th June 2019. They discussed various initiatives of
the Armed Forces in the State
for the youth of Arunachal
Pradesh and for the territorial
integrity of the Nation.
The Governor briefed
the new Defence Minister of
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‘Pay Back to Society’ programme of the local officers
of Arunachal Pradesh in the
armed forces for motivating local youth in joining the Indian
Army, Navy and Air Force. He
shared future programmes
to be taken up in collaboration with armed forces in the
State.
The Governor discussed about the missing AN
32 Aircraft in the strategic area
of the State. He also apprised
the minister regarding the initiatives of the State Government.

Felix meets traffic
police to discuss ways
to ease traffic in twin
capital city

ITANAGAR, June 10:
Concerned over the burgeoning traffic congestions that has
been hitting the twin capital
cities of Itanagar and Naharlagun, Home Minister Bamang
Felix today called a meeting of
all traffic police and traffic warden at his official bungalow.
As many as 110 traffic
police and traffic wardens led
by SP capital and SP traffic
were present in the meeting.
Also present were the SDPOs
and OCs of Police stations of
Naharlagun and Itanagar.
The meeting was called
on Sunday owing to less traffic
and lesser inconvenience to
the commuters.
During the interactive
meeting, Felix appreciated the
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effort put in by the traffic police
and wardens in maintaining the
hectic traffic. “Ever increasing
traffic every day coupled with
traffic rule violators has been a
challenge for the department”,
said the Home Minister. He
opined for a foolproof mechanism to control this alarming
issue.
Felix directed SP Capital to prepare a detail plan on
effective traffic management
in the twin capital city and submit it to him at the earliest. He
also stressed for getting tough
against traffic violators which
also is one of the major reasons for the traffic jams in the
capital complex.
"We are standing on
the road, dawn to dusk, under
the scorching sun, the dusty
environment which is gradually taking toll On our health,
drenching in rain, wind and all
other adversaries with only two
motives, first to ensure that everyone reach their destination
be it home or office in time,
safe, unhurt and second to ensure safety and security of the
precious lives. Let no one die
of road accident", said one of
the Traffic Police.
Another traffic warden
while narrating his woes said,
getting abused is everyday
feature and at times get manhandled too from the public.
Moved by such apathy,
the Home Minister assured
that he would do whatever
possible for them. He said that
their grievances would be put

forth to the appropriate authority for redressal. He boosted
their morale and encouraged
them to render their service
with utmost dedication.
“I fervently appeal
my dear people of Arunachal
Pradesh, especially capital
dwellers to appreciate their
services and cooperate with
them to create a better capital
complex” Felix appealed.

CM meets
commissioners,
secretaries; discusses
plans to translate ideas
into reality

ITANAGAR, June 11:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
called an interactive meeting of all Commissioners and
Secretaries of Government of
Arunachal Pradesh at his Civil
Secretariat office today.
The
meeting
was
aimed at having an interactive
session with the top bureaucrats to translate the plans and
ideas of the Government into
reality.
While thanking and
congratulating the officers
led by Chief Secretary Satya
Gopal in successful conduct
of the simultaneous elections, Khandu said that since
the present Government has
emerged with huge mandate,
the people’s expectations and
aspirations are very high from
the Government.
“When
expectations
are high, then responsibility on
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us become bigger”, Khandu
reasoned. He called the senior
officers to put on extra effort to
accomplish the unfinished work
of last two and half years of his
government and push forward
the state to newer heights in
all sectors in the coming days.
The good work of the
government in last tenure has
well been reciprocrated by
the people of the state which
resulted in giving us another
chance to serve and work for
them, said the Chief Minister.
Making clear his intensions, Khandu revealed his
Government’s priority sectors
where the state government
would focus more in addition
to other important sectors. Efficient law and order management, modernisation of police
and policing, strengthening of
law enforcement, health and
education, transparency in
governance by curbing corruption and solving unemployment
issue by generating employment avenues in government
as well as private sectors
emerged as few priority sectors divulged by Khandu.
He opined for working
out ways and means to tap
the rich untapped resources of
the state in spheres of Mines
and Minerals, forest produces,
tourism, hydropower, agri and
allied sector and such other
potential areas to generate
revenue as well as to generate
gainful employment for unemployed educated youths. He
called for a robust mechanism
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to capitalise this vision of the
Government.
Khandu further requested the senior officers to
work on creating a congenial
atmosphere for investments to
come from outside which initially warrants peaceful business establishment, lesser
hiccups in official correspondences and a welcoming society which is free of law and
order problem.
Reiterating that the
Government has decided to
do away with SIDF and SADA
from this year and discourage
individual schemes, the CM
categorically directed the Head
of Departments to finish the
budget exercise in war footing so that budget scheduled
from July 8 next incorporates
all schemes which were earlier taken up in SADA or SIDF.
This will ensure transparency
and quicken the execution,
CM said.
“Collective and coordinated approach will help in
overcoming the challenges”
Khandu emphatically said. He
asked the Administrative reforms department to work on
re-distribution of manpower
and rationalise according to
need based. He observed that
few departments have accessive manpower while others
are facing acute shortage of
employees, which apparently hampers the government
functioning. He also asked the
department heads to ensure
punctuality in office timing and

initiate appropriate measures
to conduct regular DPCs in every six months.
He also pointed out on
the poor performance of few
departments on state flagship
programmes. He asked the
concerned
Commissioners
and secretaries to tighten up
belts and ensure cent percent
execution of state as well as
central schemes.
Deputy Chief Minister Chowna Mein pitched for
a concerted effort in having
proper coordination, discussion and planning for achieving the desired goal of development.
“A sense of social involvement and responsibility
is required to overcome the
challenges” he said while acknowledging his association
with many senior officers during his 25 years of political carrier. He asked the top bureaucrats to make sure that they
take periodical reviews of the
department, conduct regular
check and balance in directorate functioning and invite the
directorate level officers during preparations of plans and
policies so that it is foolproof.
Mein further opined for extensive use of digital technology to
easen work load and to ensure
effective and smooth delivery
of services to the people.
Chief Secretary Satya
Gopal assured that the constraints and challenges that
comes the way in accomplishing the objective of the govern-
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ment would be overcomed by
collective efforts of all Head of
the departments in the spirit of
Team Arunachal.
He said, the sole objective of his team is to keep
the State, the government and
the people’s interest at the
top. He called upon his colleagues to ensure punctuality
and availability 24x7 if not in
office then in phones so that
the work does not get struck or
delayed.
Many senior officers
also participated in the discussion and shared their part of
views and suggestions during
the meeting.

Mein stresses on
achieving the domestic
power requirements of
the state

ITANAGAR, June 11:
Deputy Chief Minister,Chowna
Mein took review meetings of
Department of Hydro-Power
Development and Arunachal
Pradesh Energy Development
Agency in his Secretariat Office here today to oversee the
progress of various State and
Central Sponsored Schemes
under these departments .
After Learning that Arunachal Pradesh has huge
potential of Hydro-Power generation with a capacity to generate 40% power requirements
of the Nation but still only
producing 1% of the State’s
potential in this sector, Mein
urged the departmental offi-
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cers to work little harder and
to achieve thedomestic power
requirement of the State within
three years and set the target
of self-sufficiency by 2024. He
urged that by the end of three
years, the departmentshould
reduce the Power Purchase
Expenditure to the extent of
100% after which only we can
think of supplying surplus power to the rest of the Nation, he
opined. He said that the Govt
is ready to provide necessary
fund for the repair & maintenance of the non-operational
Hydro-Power Stations in the
State but at the same time he
asked them to show results by
generating revenue from those
hydel power stations.
In the meeting, Chief
Engineer of Hydro-Power Development (P&D), Er P Tupe
made an overview presentation of the department. He informed that out of 126 Hydel
Power Stations maintain and
operate by the department in
the State, only 70 Power Stations are operational thereby
generating 10 MW in a year
out of total capacity of 65 MW.
He also informed that the department earned a revenue of
Rs 35 Crore from 10 MW power generation.
He, however, assured
that the department will fulfil
the basic power requirement
of State for domestic consumption within three years
as it aims to generate 195 MW
power through small Hydro
Electric Projects of 25 MW ca-

pacity range. Chief Engineers
of Eastern Zone, Western
Zone & Mechanical and General Manager, Hydro-Power
Development Corporation Arunachal Pradesh Limited also
made power point presentations of their respective jurisdiction.
Director APEDA, M
Loya presented an overview of
the agency and the proposed
Policy for Micro & Mini Hydro
Power Projects for the State
Govt which aims to involve the
Village Panchayat and NGOs
in harnessing renewable energy sources.
Chairman, Hydro-Power Development Corporation
Arunachal Pradesh Limited,
TungriEffa and Commissioner
(Power, DHPD & Non-Conventional Energy), G S Meena
also attended the meeting and
give their inputs.

Governor meets
External Affairs
Minister

New Delhi, June 11:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.), who is on a 5-day
official tour to the National
Capital New Delhi met the
Union External Affairs Minister Dr. Subrahmanyam Jaishankar. They discussed about
the Lumla-Bhutan-Guwahati
road and management of Border Haat at Pangsau Pass,
in Changlang District. The
Governor highlighted that im-
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portance of theLumla-BhutanGuwahati Road. He said that
during medical emergencies,
when Sela Pass is closed due
to snowfall, the alternate road
will be a life-saving route for
the people of Tawang, who
otherwise get cut off from the
rest of the world. Moreover, it
shortens the distance by 131
km between Lumla and Guwahati which is an important factor for travel and movement.
The Governor said that
the road alignment is already
in existence except for small
portion of approximately 12
km road, which needs to be
paved.
The Governor requested the External Affairs minister
to accord special priority for
border trade at Nampong, near
Pangsau Pass. He recalled
the Minister that Memorandum
of Understanding was signed
between Myanmar and India
in 2012, which needs to be
taken forward with the change
of time and international situation.

Governor meets HRD
and DoNER Ministers

New Delhi, June 11:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra
(Retd.) met the Union Human
Resource Development Shri
Ramesh Pokhriyal 'Nishank'
at New Delhi. They discussed
about improving the education
scenario of the State.
The Governor briefed
the new HRD Minister about
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the educational environment
in Arunachal Pradesh and its
challenges.
Sharing his information
regarding textbooks, the Governor informed that textbooks
were made available in the last
academic session after three
years. State Government is
providing adequate funds nor
for timely delivery of the textbooks.
The Governor also
apprised the HRD Ministers
of institutes of higher studies in the State. He requested
the minister for special care
and priority for the enhancing and creating new avenues
for higher and professional
courses in Arunachal Pradesh.
While making special mention
of NIT, Arunachal Pradesh in
the Capital region of Itanagar,
the Governor mentioned to the
HRD minister that the education minister of the host State,
ex-officio must be included on
the Board of Management of
NIT, so that the NIT can benefit from the participation of the
State Education Minister and
his input in NIT’s performance
and progress.
Later the Governor also
met Dr. Jitendra Singh, Union
Minister of State (Independent
Charge), Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region
and discussed on growth and
progress of the region. They
had a threadbare discussion
on ‘Act East’ policy and trade
relationship with South East
Asia through Myanmar as also
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about the Central Service Cadre management in Arunachal
Pradesh.
The Governor emphasised on the pressing need
of separate cadres of Central
Service for the State with the
Minister, who is also the minister for Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions.

Education Minister
reviews Education
scenario of the State

ITANAGAR, June 11:
Taba Tedir, Minister, Education
took a review meeting of the
Education Department with
the Officers and Officials of the
department at the Conference
Hall of Directorate of Higher &
Technical Education, Itanagar.
While welcoming the
Minister Education, Dr. Madhu
Rani Teotia, Secretary, Education briefed the Ministeron the
various activities of all Directorates, the RUSA, and ISSE
etc. Thereafter, all the Directorates i.e. Higher &Technical
Education, Secondary Education,
ElementaryEducation,
Integrated Scheme for School
Education and Engineer Wing,
Education Department madea
presentation to the Minister on
their activities, performance
and achievements. They also
highlighted the issues and
challenges faced by the education departmentand also
presented their vision on how
to take the Education Department to meet the future chal-
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lenges for a proper and coordinated growth of the Education
sector in the State.
While appreciating the
efforts made by the education
department in providing value
based and quality education
in State, the Hon’ble Minister
asked for creating a better and
congenial working environment in the Department.
He informed the house
that the present government
is giving top most priority to
Educationsector, Health Sector and Law and Order. For
more streamlining of the education department, he sought
for cooperation from every officer and official. He also highlighted that the officers and officials of the directorates have
the more responsibility to play
in the department as they are
the permanent members of the
directorates.
Keeping in view the
population of college going
children of the State, he discourages the opening of more
colleges and universities particularly private universities in
the State. Rather, he advised
for strengthening of the existing colleges in terms of manpower and infrastructure.
The Minster asked the
department to improve the
CBSE result particularly the
Class X and XII CBSE Examinations.He also said that all
the Cabinet decisions will be
implemented in letter and spirit. The present Government is
following zero tolerance in cor-
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ruption. As such the Minister
advised the house to extend
their full cooperation in creating a corruption free society
beginning from education department. He also assures to
look into the grievances of the
officers and officials of the department and directed for timely conduct of DPC. Conduct of
timely DPC is required to fill up
the vacant posts in time. He
also directed that if any post
is lying vacant, all such vacant
posts must be filled up within 6
(six) months.
The mantra of the present government is to perform
or perish. As such, everybody
has to perform to make a vibrant society. He advised the
house to perform to the fullest
ability to make Arunachal a developed State in every aspect.
The Director Higher &
Technical Education extended
the vote of thanks. The Joint
Secretary (Education) and
Under Secretary (Education)
toowere attended the meeting.

CM directs pwd to
restore tamin bridge

ITANAGAR, June 11:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
has directed Commissioner
PWD to restore the Tamin
bridge, near Ziro on warfooting which reportedly has been
partially collapsed due to the
impact of a heavy over loaded vehicle crossing over the
bridge in the midnight of Monday. The bridge connects Low-

er Subansiri with Kamle and
Upper Subansiri Districts.
Despite putting up sign
boards on both side of bridge
regarding the permissible load
capacity of 9 MT for heavy
vehicles inclusive of vehicle
weight, the instant vehicle
which was weighing more
than the permissible limit had
crossed over the bridge leading to the damage, reported
Chief Engineer (Highways)
PWD.
The department acting
swiftly started its restoration
work and the movement of light
vehicles could be materialised
by 3 PM in the afternoon.
It may be mentioned
that during a recent review
meeting of PWD with the CM,
the matter was discussed in
detail. CM had ordered for immediate construction of a new
bridge for which tender has already been floated in media on
June 7 last by the department.
PWD Commissioner informed
Khandu that the process is being expedited and within few
months, every thing would be
on track.

CS reviews
consideration of
project proposals in the
tribal sub plan

Itanagar, June 11:
An Executive Committee Meeting was held under the Chairmanship of Chief Secretary
Satya Gopal at the CS Conference Hall, Civil Secretariat
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here today. The meeting was
held to review consideration
of project proposals in the
Tribal Sub Plan (Special Central Assistance to Tribal Sub
Schemes), and Article 275 (1)
of Constitution of India of under the Department of Social
Justice & Empowerment and
Tribal Affairs (SJETA).
Chief Secretary Satya
Gopal reviewing the Projects
said that priority should be
given to beneficiary-oriented
schemes like Piggery, water
harvesting projects, education,
and health.
Beneficiary schemes
should be given to landless,
small, and marginal farmers
with the twin objective of doubling the income of the farmers, and self-employment
generation, he said. He also
advised to include at least 1
Anganwadi Centre(in the project proposal) in every District
wherein the Anganwadi Centres could be developed with
modern education facilities for
the Children.
All the projects submitted by the District Planning
Monitoring Committee by 26
Districts (including Capital
Complex) were thoroughly
reviewed by the Committee.
For transparency and to avoid
duplicacy,it was decided that
every administrative departments will vet the project proposals before further submission.
Commissioner SJETA
Gamli Padu, Secretary RD
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RinchinTashi, Secretary AgriHorti MimumTayeng, Secretary
Health Juhi Mukherjee, and
Director SJETA Yumlam Kaha
were present in the meeting.

CM meets APCSOA;
discusses strengthening
of civil services

ITANAGAR, June 11:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
today had a meeting with the
members of the Arunachal
Pradesh Civil Service Officers Association (APCSOA) to
strengthen the civil service in
the state.
During the interaction,
Chief Minister said strengthening of civil services is crucial
as its effectiveness will form
the strength of an efficacious
development and governance
process. He said unbiased,
honest, efficient and valiant
civil service is the core of the
executive that has the responsibility to effectively monitor
and implement all government
policies and programmes.
Chief Minister said the
state government will accord
highest priority for welfare of
the civil service officers. He
said it is his responsibility and
duty to ensure that morale of
civil service officers always remain high. Accordingly, Chief
Minister taking note of the requests made by the association assured to expedite timely
submission of proposal for induction to IAS for state’s civil
service cadre so that promo-
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tion of lower grade is not affected.
CM also had discussion on streamlining of APCS
cadre grade posts and grant
of time bound scales to APCS
cadre as per Bagra Committee report. CM assured to
take cognizance of the report,
which also recommends to do
away with the rudimentary nomenclature of Extra Assistant
Commissioner(EAC) with Assistant Commissioner.
The meeting further
discussed on possibilities of
young APCS officers taking
the opportunities of working at
secretariat and in policy making too. Regular conduct of
DPC meeting was also key
agenda in the discussion on
which CM stressed for its timely conduct.
Stressing for permanent bureaucracy in Arunachal, CM called for separate IAS
cadre for Arunachal and said
the state government is continuously lobbying with the
centre on the issue.

Governor calls on the
Prime Minister

New Delhi, June 11:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) called on the Prime
Minister of India Shri Narendra
Modi in the National Capital
New Delhi on 11th June 2019.
In the meeting, the Governor
briefed the Prime Minister regarding the developmental
projects, including air com-
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munication, health and education in the State.
The Governor apprised the Prime Minister, the
challenges and aspirations
of the people of Arunachal
Pradesh and the mission of
the recently sworn-in Government of the State. He also
highlighted the importance of
the ongoing projects which
he said will immensely
benefit the people of the Frontier State. Road, rail, air and
internet communication, education, women and children,
entrepreneurship, youth capacity building, health, infrastructure and security issues
also came up in the highlight
in the meeting.
The Governor mentioned about the endeavour
and commitment of the new
State
Government
under the leadership of Shri
Pema Khandu for inclusive
growth with the guiding philosophy of
'SabkaSaath,
Sabka Vikas and Sabka Vishwas'
in both letter and spirit.
He said that the State Government will put its focus on the
sectors of Health, Education,
Water, Electricity, Connectivity, Infrastructure and Security
so that each and every individual of Arunachal Pradesh
is able to unlock one’s potential and is provided with the
opportunities for the same.
The Governor once
again congratulated Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi
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and conveyed the goodwill
of the people of Arunachal
Pradesh to him.

Wreckage of AN 32
located near Gatte
Village in Siang;
Mountaineers Air
Dropped to Reach the
Site

Aalo, June 12:
Eight days after the AN-32 aircraft, with 13 passengers onboard went missing, its wreckage was sighted through an
aerial search near Gatte village in the eastern part of Pari
Mountain Ridge in Payum circle at a height of 11500 feet on
June 11. The aircraft that lost
control at Payum after takeoff
from Jorhat appears to have
turn left from Mechuka from
Gasheng village and lost its
control near Gatte.
The team comprising
of Air Marshal Sandeep Singh,
SASO EAC, Group Captain,
Vivek Ahluwallia, Wing Commander Dheraj Kumar and Somar Potom, Deputy Director,
APEDA, Aalo who has been
deputed as the representative of West Siang district administration were onboard an
IAF MI-17 Chopper when they
spotted the site. The breakthrough was made possible
when Potom flew to Payum,
Gasheng and Gatte villages to
gather information and clues
of the missing plane, following
which the search Team then
headed to the suspected area

after final interrogation. On
Wednesday, after the wreckage site was located, a team
of 15 mountaineers from Air
Force, Army and civilians were
dropped on a location near
the site to initiate necessary
ground work. As the crash site
is highly inaccessible and on a
steep mountain cliff, it will take
time to retrieve the survivors,
if any, and the operation would
mostly depend on the weather
condition as the area is enveloped by clouds for most part of
the year.
The IAF is making a
valiant effort to lift back the
mountaineers but fluctuating
weather condition with misty
clouds hovering around there
is posing hurdles.
If the weather condition does not improve and helicopter do not reach at dropping site, it is likely that the
mountaineers will be bracing a
tougher time there.
It is also informed that
few groups of Ground search
team deputed by Siang administration are yet to arrive back.
The DC, SP and HODs
of Siang district are camping
at Kaying to take stock of the
situation today
The
Russian-origin
transport aircraft of the IAF
went missing around 33 minutes after taking off from
Jorhat in Assam for Arunachal’s Mechuka in Shi Yomi district on 3rd June. More than 8
choppers, both from IAF and
Indian Army took part in the
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search operation taking advantage of bright sunny days after
few days of deceptive clumsy
weather. Apart from AN- 32
from IAF and Boing Recon
aircraft from navy, Sukoi 30
of IAF also were pressed into
service for search operation.

Khonsa Battalion of
Assam Rifles gifts Bus
Waiting Shed to Lamsa
Village

Khonsa, June 13:
In a joint campaign, Khonsa
Battalion of Assam Rifles
under the aegis of “DAO
Division”inaugurated
Bus
waiting shed at Lamsa village, Tirap District (Arunachal Pradesh).
The project was conceptualized and completed
by Khonsa Battalion of Assam Rifles aspart of Assam
Rifles Civic Action Project
for the financial year 201819. During the variousinteractions with the villagers of
Lamsa village of Tirap District, the need for Bus waiting shedwas felt and the
same was also projected by
the GB, Raja of Lamsa village and other villageelders.
The construction of
Bus Waiting Shed would
help villagers while waiting
for busesen-route to Tinsukia, since the area is prone
to heavy rain fall from Apr to
oct. The village did nothave
any Bus waiting shed near
road side.
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Khandu offers
Arunachal Pradesh
as a top destination
for film making; State
government to extend
full cooperation

Mumbai, June 13:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
today held a round table meeting with top representatives of
media and entertainment industry from the country that included eminent producers and
directors from Bollywood to
promote Arunachal as prominent destination for film, television and media.
Speaking here during
the event ‘Lights Camera Arunachal’, Chief Minister said
Arunachal has everything to
offer for film making. He said
the state is gifted with beautiful landscape, beautiful river
streams, snow-capped peaks,
diverse colourful tribes and
hospitable people assuring
great filming delight. He said
state government will extend
full cooperation in terms of logistics, transportation and in
meeting any needs of the film
makers during the course of
their filming. He also said Chief
Ministers Office will be directly
in touch with the film makers
as ‘single point of contact’ to
address any of their grievances or issues.
Chief Minister said
the purpose of the meeting
is to understand the need of
the film makers and offer tailor made solution. He said to
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promote Arunachal Pradesh
as a film destination, a film
policy for creating a conducive
atmosphere for film production is in the pipeline. He said
Bollywood films like the Shah
Rukh Khan-starrer Koyla and
Rangoon, which starred Shahid Kapoor, Saif Ali Khan and
KanganaRanaut were shot in
Arunachal. He also said a national institute of repute - Film
and Television Institute of India
is also coming up that would
provide local skilled manpower
to supplement the needs of the
film makers. Offering win-win
situation, CM said availability
of local manpower would cut
down the cost of film making
and also offer employment opportunities to local people.
Stating that state offers congenial and safe atmosphere for filming, Chief Minister welcomed the media and
film representatives to visit Arunachal first and see for themselves to assess the feasibility
of filming.
The meeting was followed by Q&A session where
the Chief Minister answered
several queries of media and
entertainment representatives
with regard to issues on filming in Arunachal.
Chief Minister answering questions on infrastructure
issues said highways, railroad
and airports are coming in big
way in the state.
The meeting was also
attended by Speaker Passang
Dorjee Sona and Member of
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Parliament Dr Vinay Sahasrabuddhe including eminent
personalities from Bollywood
Imtiaz Ali, Anu Malik and several others.

Three Day Orientation
Program for BJP
MLAs begin; program
designed to make the
lawmakers Efficient and
Competent

Mumbai, June 14:
A 3-day orientation programme for BJP MLAs from
Arunachal began here today
at RambhauMhalgiPrabhodini campus.
The inaugural function was attended by Chief
Minister Pema Khandu, BJP
National General Secretary
Ram Madhav, BJP MP Dr
Vinay Sahasrabuddhe and
Arunachal East MP Tapir
Gao.
Speaking during the
event, Chief Minister said after formation of first elected
BJP government in Arunachal, people have high expectations. In order to come up
to their expectations and to
deliver, the orientation programme is aimed at capacity building of MLAs to make
them competent in their roles
and responsibilities.
Chief Minister hoped
that the MLAs will be able to
make best use of the training
programme as it offers best
course in leadership roles.
He said it’s a historic occa-
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sion that all party MLAs have
come under one roof to better
themselves for development
of Arunachal. Chief Minister
said lawmakers have very
important role to play in people’s lives as their decision
can have great impact. So to
make the lawmakers efficient
and competent enough, the
orientation programme has
been designed. He said after
the training, we can hope to
see marked changes in the
way MLAs perform.
Chief Minister said Arunachal has huge potential
and need focused approach
of the legislators to exploit it
to full. He said Arunachal is
now tying up with the entertainment industry to promote
the state as film making destination. He informed that two
film producers have already
shown keen interest and by
September will be in the state
for their initial tour for identifying probable film shooting
location.
Similarly, Arunachal is
taking steps to explore other
potential sectors such as hydropower, agri& allied sectors
etc and is planning to bring
big investors, said CM and
urged the MLAs to play effective role in this endeavour.
Chief Minister further
said the capacity building exercise for MLAs will continue
in next year again with new
refresher course. He also said
after training, performance of
MLAs will also be monitored.

Moli Boje, Retired PA
and Renown Priest of
Galo Society Passes
Away

Aalo, June 12:
Moli Boje, retired political Assistant, a renowned priest,
orator and folklorist of Galo
society passed away after prolonged illness at his Sipu Puyi
residence on 13th evening
last. His mortal remain was
laid to rest there on 14th morning today.
Born to late Damo Boje
on 1st January 1941 at Yaari
village under the Darak Circle
of West Siang District, he is
survived by wife, seven sons
and three daughters. He was
the First Secretary of Lodu
Bango Darak in 1961 and
founded Lodu Bango Community School on donation basis.
Under his leadership Kamba
to Darak Link Road was sanctioned and Boje Moku Dispensary presently known as PHC
Darak was sanctioned with his
initiative.
Later, he was appointed as a Political Interpreter in
1967, promoted to Head PI
in 1995 and elevated as Political Assistant (Group B Gazetted Officer) and he served
the govt. in different places
and retired on 1st January
2005. Governor Commendation Certificate was awarded
to him in 1982 for long years of
meritorious service rendered
by him. In 1982, he became
Nyibu Priest of a very high
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order and performed seven
Togu Panam(Highest rituals)
in Galo society and contributed immensely to the institution of priesthood. He was a
very good orator and folklorist
who use to spellbind listeners
in his hey days. The Lodu Ao
Welare Society has expressed
its deep condolence to the bereaved family members and
termed his sudden and untimely demise as a great loss
to Lodu society, and a setback
to institution of priesthood and
Galo Society as a whole. The
society lauded his efforts in
creating Darak Circle, role as
the Advisor of Lodu Research
Mission Team at TADA DEGE
and Dumporijo.
			

Meeting on budget
proposals and disaster
preparedness &
planning held

Bomdila, June 14:
A meeting on innovative Budget proposals for West Kameng district was held today at
district headquarters Bomdila.
Inviting
need-based
proposals, Deputy Commissioner Sonal Swaroop said
that innovative and factors of
genuineness should be the
yardsticks for presentation of
the budget proposals by the
respective departments.
However, proposals for
boundary walls regardless of
the emergent in nature, would
not be taken up, she said.
While discussing and deliber-
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ating on Waste management
issues, the DC was highly appreciative of the Material Recovery Facility (MRF) initiated
by the Department of Tourism
at Thembang - the World Heritage village under Dirang circle
in the district which was declared as zero waste heritage
village. The MRF is a centre
where various bio-degradable
and non-degradable objects
are brought and segregated by
a team of local ladies on daily
basis.
All the Administrative
officers and HODs of the district participated in the meeting
where numbers of proposals
were examined and taken up
for onward submission to the
state government.
Later, the district Disaster Preparedness & Planning meeting was held where
the concerned departments
and authorities dwelt on the
preparedness level to deal
with any eventuality especially
during the monsoon season
as the district is prone to landslides and flash floods.

Tuki to provide an
Ultrasound machine to
CHC Sagalee

Sagalee, June 14:
ACoordination-cum-review
meeting with all the Head of
Departments of Sagalee SubDivision, to review the status
of ongoing projects and to
identify new schemes and proposalswas held by the Local
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MLA NabamTuki.
In the
meeting,Tuki stressed on the
importance of timely completion of all targeted schemes.
Emphasis was laid on maintenance and observance of
punctuality by all the HoDs and
their sub-ordinate staffs and it
was directed that monthly attendance should be strictly
monitored and submitted for
maintenance of office decorum.
The shortage of Administrative Officers in various CO
HQ Sagalee Sub-Division like
Leporiang, Parang, Mengio
etc. was highlighted by General Administration, wherein
Tuki assured to take up the
matter as a priority with the
higher authorities to press for
earliest posting of the Administrative Officers against the
vacancies. Tuki also promised
to provide an Ultrasound machine to CHC Sagalee at the
earliest for public convenience.
To resolve the accommodation
problems faced by the Medical
department, he urged the executing agency PWD Department to handover the completed Govt. residential quarters
by 15thJuly, 2019.
He also directed all the
HoDs of Sagalee Sub-Division
to submit the proposals for new
Schemes which should be prioritized on need basis as per
requirement of local populace
for inclusion in the Budget.
The review meeting
also saw the discussion of
matters pertaining to Relief
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and Rehabilitation works due
to onset of monsoon.
The meeting saw the
participation by all the Departments viz- General Administration, Works Departments
like PWD, RWD, PHE&WS,
WRD, Power, UPO and others like Medical, Education,
Forest, ICDS, Agriculture, Horticulture, Veterinary, APEDA
etc.

Khandu attends 5th
Governing Council
Meeting of NITI Aayog

NEW DELHI, June 15:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
attended the 5th Governing
Council Meeting of NITI Aayog
chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi here at New Delhi
today.
While participating in
the discussion, Khandu spoke
on the need to augment and
fast track communication like
rail, road and air including Information Technology to bring
in transformational change in
the process of development in
Arunachal Pradesh. He briefed
Niti Aayog on the present status of the road, rail and air projects ongoing in the state. He
also made special mention on
plans for Rainwater harvesting
and water management.
While speaking on aspirational district programme,
the CM briefed Niti Aayog on
the achievements and challenges faced by the state on
the programme. Security mat-
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ters were also discussed with
support sought from GoI in
modernising Police.
He threw light on the
enormous strength and potential of the state in the field of Agri
and allied sector, tourism and
hydro power which he said if
systematically harnessed would
lead the state to new heights.
CM emphasised that agriculture
needs a structural reform so
that it transforms into a potential economic sector. He sought
continued support from Government of India in the sector.
While saying that under Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, the Government of India
has reinvigorated the policy
orientation towards the NorthEast which has resulted to a
palpable change in the support
being extended from the Union
government to catalyse growth
of Arunachal Pradesh, Khandu
hoped for continued support
from Govt of India particularly in
the field of communication network.
Stressing for permanent
bureaucracy in Arunachal, CM
requestedNiti Aayog to consider
for separate IAS cadre for Arunachal. Justifying his stand,
the CM said that the state still
under UT cadre hampers the
pace of development. Owing to
vastness and diversities, the officers posted needs atleast two
to three years to understand the
pulse and needs of the state. By
the time they know, they are being transferred, hampering development, Khandu reasoned.

The Chief Minister further urged the GoI to consider
relaxation in guidelines of national flagship programmes in
respect to Arunachal Pradesh.
The tough and inaccessible terrain of the state makes it difficult
for agencies to implement the
programmes as per guidelines,
Khandu said.
While stating that the
state has been debarred and
ignored of foreign fundings, the
CM requested Niti Aayog to device a mechanism to overcome
this hurdle and compensate Arunachal Pradesh accordingly.
The meeting was attended by all the Union Ministers, chief ministers of the country, Lt. Governors and Niti Aayog
members.
Chief Minister Pema
Khandu later called on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and discussed on wide range of topics
pertaining to the state

NCPCR to hold its
sitting at Namsai

Namsai, June 15:
The National Commission for
Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR), will hold its sitting atNamsai
on 21st July 2019, for taking up
grievances, complaints or representations pertaining to violation
of Child rights.
Taking
a
proactive
stance on the issue, the District
Administration Lohit, with collaboration from the Office of the
Deputy Director ICDS Tezu, are
doing wide publicity and disseminating information about the sit-
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ting of the bench and are asking
the general public of the district
to submit any cases of the child
rights violation for redressal of
the case by the concerned authority. The Gaon Burahs of the
respective areas under the district has also been directed to
report any cases of child rights
violation. The information has
also been disseminated through
public announcement system by
the IPR Tezu.
With the objective to
reach out to children across the
country, NCPCR’s Bench will
conduct visits for taking up all
the cases pertaining to violation of Child Rights. The sitting
of the bench will be organized
at Division Level across India.
To begin with, Divisions that
include atleast one of the 115
Aspirational District identified by
NITI Aayog has been selected.
For Arunachal Pradesh, Namsai
District has been selected for
the same.
NCPCR was set up in
2007 under the CPCR Act, 2005
and is a statutory body for ensuring protection of child rights
as enshrined in the Constitution
of India and UN Convention on
the Rights of the Child.

Mega Health Camp
held at Namsing Village

PASIGHAT, June 16:
A multispeciality health camp
was held at Namsing Village
here todayunder the aegis of
Mukhya Mantri Rogi Kalyan
Kosh (MMRKK), East Siang
District unit. The Mega Health
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Camp was inaugurated by Shri
Mohonto Panging Pao, Group
Captain (Retd), IAF in the
presence of DMO, Dr. KalingDai among others in a simple
ceremony.
Speciality
services
like Medicine, Surgery,O&G,
Paediatric, Orthopedic, Chest
Diseases,
Ophthamology,
Dermatology, ENT, Dental &
Vaccination were availed by the
people of this remote village.
Superspecialityservices like
Urology was also outsourced
from Dibrugarh. Despite heavy
downpour 493(Female: 316,
Male: 177) patients turned up
for the camp. 45 cases of USG
screening, 11 ECG & various
other laboratory and pharmacy
services were also provided. 6
cases of pregnant ladies with
breech presentation, 3 cases
of gall bladder stone, 3 cases
of kidney stones, 4 cases of
ovarian cyst s& 3 cases of uterine fibroid were detected. IECs
of various Health programmed
were also carried out, informed
the official report.

Khandu meets Sports
Minister Kiren Rijiju;
Plans to hold National
Games by 2024

New Delhi, June 17:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
today called on Union Minister of State (Independent) for
Youth Affairs & Sports Kiren
Rijiju at his office here and
congratulated him on assuming his office.
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Following the call on,
a meeting was jointly chaired
by Union Minister and Chief
Minister to discuss on development of sports activities and
sports infrastructures in Arunachal Pradesh. The meeting was also attended by Arunachal Sports Minister Mama
Natung.
During the meeting, the
infrastructure gap in Arunachal
for implementation of Khelo India, a national programme for
development of sports in the
state was discussed.
Arunachal plans to
hold National Games by
2024 for which the meeting
took assessment on the status of sports infrastructure
and other logistics preparedness in the state. The meeting also took review on the
progress of development of
major sports infrastructures
in the state such as construction of outdoor stadium at Yupia, Chimpu, Pasighat, Aalo,
Daporijo etc.
The meeting also discussed on development of
sports activity such as boxing, weightlifting, football,
martial arts etc in which Arunachalis are believed to be
naturally good at. Discussion
on development of other recreational sports activity also
took place. During the meeting, a long term plan for development of sports academy
for football, badminton etc
were also discussed. Further
the meeting discussed on
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proposal to hold North East
Youth Festival 2019-20 in Arunachal.

Deputy Chief Minister
of Arunachal Pradesh
visited NABARD Head
Office at Mumbai

ITANAGAR, June 17:
In the sideline of the ideological training of the BJP Legislators at Mumbai, Deputy Chief
Minister of Arunachal Pradesh,
Chowna Mein accompanied
by MLA Namsai, Chau ZingnuNamchoom visited and had a
discussion with Heads of various policy & business departments of National Bank for Agriculture & Rural Development
(NABARD) in its Head Office
at Mumbai today.
In the meeting, Mein
while citing that large sections
of rural population depend on
agriculture & allied sector for
their livelihood, he said that
this sector needs rejuvenation
where NABARD can play a
vital role. He stated that banking infrastructure need to be
strengthened especially in rural areas for larger credit absorption and efficient delivery
to improve the financial health
of the rural people.
While taking note of
the RIDF issues in the State,
he advocated for developing
a hybrid fund by combining
RIDF and NIDA as also suggested by NABARD officials
as it will provide for lower cost
and longer gestation period
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without effecting the borrowing
power of the state. He further
stressed on Farmer’s Producer Organization’s (FPO)
formation and its handholding
which would help the farmers
in the state to a great extent
as they will be able to produce
scientifically as well as market
their produce at remunerative
prices. He said that FPOs especially for chitronella is highly
essential in the State.
While acknowledging
the contribution of NABARD
in the progress of the State
of Arunachal Pradesh, he appreciated the inputs provided
by NABARD officials in the
meeting. With a view to make
this year’s State budget more
inclusive and broad based,
Mein also sought the inputs
from NABARD officials on major priority areas in the field of
agriculture & allied activities
which needs focus as well as
budgetary support from the
State government.
ZingnuNamchoom,
MLA emphasised the need for
establishing a Fishery Institute
in the state and sought NABARD’s guidance and support
for the same. He also said that
Arunachal Pradesh needs to
be supported for water supply
projects under RIDF.
Dr Gyanendra Mani,
General Manager and former
OIC, NABARD Arunachal RO
welcomed Deputy Chief Minister and MLANamsai. He
informed that NABARD got
full support and cooperation

from the State Government,
especially from HDCM which
got culminated into jointly organising a State Conclave on
Agriculture & allied sector in
Arunachal Pradesh on 18-19
May 2019. He informed that
the recommendation of same
have already been brought out
and road maps for various agriculture & allied activitieshave
been prepared.
He suggested for revival of cooperative bank as well
as rural bank in the state so
that they become eligible for
refinance from NABARD. He
further said that the State Govt
needs to help banks in the
state in recovering their dues
by forming some committees
under the chairmanships of
DCs at the district level. The
state govt should provide budgetary support for formation of
at least 50 FPOs, modernisation of at least 7-8 APMCs to
make them eligible for e-NAM
boarding, infrastructure support to veterinary department
for vet hospitals, dairy processing sericulture promotion,
cold water fisheries, promotion
of medicinal & aromatic plants,
etc. He also suggested that
performance of KVKs may be
reviewed with a view to engage
them into various developmental activities related to agriculture & allied sector. Shri GR
Chintala, CGM, DOR, Shri Jiji
Mammen, CGM, Business Initiative Department,Shri Neeraj
Verma, GM& Ex-Managing Director of Nabkishan, Shri Asit
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Kumar Mohanty, CGM, SPD
and Shri AR Khan, GM, FSPD
also spoke on the occasion.

Khandu meets Union
Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman;
seeks financial
assistance

New Delhi, June 18: Chief
Minister Pema Khandu called
on Union Finance Minister
and Corporate Affairs Nirmala
Sitharaman here today accompanied by Deputy Chief
Minister Chowna Mein and Arunachal East MP Tapir Gao.
During the call on, Chief
Minister apprised the Union
Minister on financial status of
the state and sought financial
assistance on development of
critical social sector of health
and education in the state.
Chief Minister urged
for financial assistance for upgradation and development of
TomoRiba Institute of Health
& Medical Science (TRIHMS)
including for making operation
the tertiary care cancer treatment centre in the institute.
He also urged for assistance
for establishment of Ayurveda
Medical College, Pharmacy
College and funding for establishment of AIIMS like autonomous institution in the state.
On Education sector,
Chief Minister sought assistance for meeting the infrastructure gap informing that the
central government schemes
on education has helped state
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government only to a certain
extent. Seeking special financial assistance, Chief Minister
said piece meal approach at
infrastructure upgradation has
not helped much and urged for
transformational intervention
and not incremental one.
Besides education and
health sector, Chief Minister
also sought intervention for
massive development thrust
especially for insurgency infested areas of Tirap, Changlang and Longding district and
for development of border areas along India China border.
Further Chief Minister sought
maximum funding for construction of Green Field Airport at
Hollongi stating that Arunachal
is the only state in India that
does not have airport in its
state capital.
Also, to foster economic resilience and to make
financial services at affordable cost to all individuals and
businesses in the state, Chief
Minister sought assistance for
financial inclusion to benefit
farmers, unemployed youths,
senior citizens and all needy
people.

Co-ordination Meeting
held at Yingkiong

YINGKIONG, June 18:
A Co-ordination meeting of
all Head of Departments and
Prominent Public Leaders of
Yingkiong was held at DC’s
Conference hall here todayunder Karma Leki, Deputy
Commissioner.
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It was unanimously
decided to adopt and implement a blanket ban on Mobile
Housie, Round-up, Hunting
and fishing, Roadside drinking (Public Place) and Stray
animals in Yingkiong Township. ACommittee would also
be constituted to identify the
bamboos to be trimmed within
Township.
The celebration of International Yoga Day on 21st
June was also discussed in
the meeting and it was decided
to celebrate the International
Yoga Day with great pomp and
show in Upper Siang District.
The Deputy Commissioner appealed all the people present
in the meeting to participate
the event without fail.

Meritorius Students
Felicitated Across the State

Itanagar, June 18:
Toppers of Class X and XII were
felicitated in various districts for
their outstanding performance.
At Itanagar, The Deputy
Commissioner Capital Complex Vikram Singh Malik felicitated the toppers of Class X
and XII amongst the Government schools of Capital Complex in his Office Conference
Hall today in a felicitation programme that was organised by
the Deputy Director of School
Education, Capital Complex
in collaboration with District
Administration Capital Complex. Lauding their achievement in the board exam, the
DC stressed that it is just the
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beginning and if continued with
the same perseverance, determination and hard work, will
eventually lead them to achieve
greater milestone in life.
ADC Capital Complex
Talom Dupak also urged the
students to work hard.
Earlier, the DDSE Mallo
Yam Gollo while congratulating
the students hoped that the education scenario in the Capital
Complex will see newer heights
under the guidance of the new
DC.
During the programme,
the DC handed over cash award
and certificate to the students.
In Tawang, Deputy
Commissioner Sang Phuntsok
felicitated the three District toppers organized by the deptt of
Education Tawang district at
Govt.Town Secondary School
Tawang. In his address, Phuntsok congratulated all the district
toppers as well as the teachers
for making Tawang the best
performing district in CBSE
examinations.He appreciated
their sincerity and hard work.
DC Tawang conveyed
his gratefulness to the Public
leaders, HMLAs, and Honble
Chief Minister Shri Pema Khanduin particular for their special
concern in the upliftment of
education.
AtBomdila,
Deputy
Commissioner Sonal Swaroop
gave away cash award and
merit certificates to the toppers
of Class X & XII and of the Arunachal Pradesh state Board
exam too.
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She also honored the
top ten students of class VI
under the Acharya Dronacharya Gurukul Yojana Talent Hunt
exam 2018 with merit certificates and cash award while
the top ten students of class IX
were felicitated with Laptops,
merit certificates and cash
award.
The top ten science
students of class XI for the
academic session were also
felicitated with Laptops, merit
certificates and cash award.
Another feature which
marked the felicitation programme was the distribution of
Smart phones to the passedout girl students of class XII for
the academic session 201718.
Besides the achievers,
concerned teacher in-charges, parents and officers of the
DDSE office Bomdila attended
the felicitation programme.
At Khonsa, a felicitation programme on ‘Acharya
Dronacharya Gurukul Yojana’
Talent Hunt for the year 201819 was organised under the
aegis of Education department,
Tirap District, Khonsa led by
DDSE PubiLombi at Khonsa
Badminton Club.
While
congratulating
the meritorious students coming from various Government
schools, DDSE PubiLombi
highlighted in length about
Acharya Dronacharya Gurukul Yojana and other important
schemes in education department initiated by state govern-

ment under the leadership of
HCM Pema Khandu. Lombi
appreciated all the Principals/
Headmasters and teachers
and the meritorious students of
Tirap District for their academic
improvement.
Addressing the mammoth gathering ASP Tirap
Harsh Indora, IPS congratulated all the meritorious students and appreciated for their
excellent performances in their
academic career. The ASP said
that districts of Tirap, Changlang and Longding are being
influenced by all wrong reasons and unlawful activities for
which he appealed the students
community and the youths of
Tirap district particular and TCL
in general not to indulge in any
kind of unlawful activities and
appeal all the youths of TCL
to shun addiction with Kaani
Opium and Brown Sugar.
Representative of District Administration and Borduria CO Lim Modi and Public
leader HangliamSumnyan also
shared their experiences and
suggestions to the meritorious
students and appealed the parents of meritorious students to
guide their children properly for
further success in future.
Altogether 93 girls students who passed out ClassXII exam from Govt. Schools
were felicitated with one each
smart-phone on the occasion.
In Changlang, the Department of Education, Changlang felicitated the top ten
students of Govt Schools in
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CBSE-2018-19 Exam in the
district with cash amount and
gift in a function held here at
Govt Hr Secondary School.
The Department also
awarded laptops to the top ten
students among the students
of Class-IX in the district identified through talent hunt Examination conducted under Chief
Minister's Acharya Dronacharya Gurukul Yojana during year
2018. These students will also
be given a scholarship of Rs.
2000/- per month for two years.
The Department also awarded
Laptops to the top ten students
of Class-XI (Science) in the
district under the Yojana.
Attending as Chief
Guest Mrs. N K Namchoom,
EAC advised the students to
work hard with dedication to
achieve the their chosen goals
adding that if studied sincerely
and kept consistency anyone
can flourish.
Earlier, DDSE Deliberated on CM's Acharya
Dronacharya Gurukul Yojana
and it's objectives.

Dakpe visits
Dollungmukh; Appeals
for peace and status
quo with Assam for
speedy development

Dollungmukh, June 18:
Continuing his second leg of
tour,
RagaMLATarinDakpe
visited Dollungmukhcircle and
took stock of all the development activities in the area.
While appealing for peace and
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maintaining status quo with
the neighbouring state, Dakpe
said, “A peaceful working environment accelerates the
pace of development. Since
Dollungmukh shares borders
with Assam, status -quo has
to be maintained from both the
sides, at any cost,to avoid any
interference in the development process.”
While inspecting a
very important road connecting Dollungmukh to Tamen, he
said that the stretch of 107km
road could be the shortest
route connecting Upper Subansiri, Kamle and KraDaadito
the state capital. Sanctioned
under NEC, theearth cutting
for 70.784kms has been completed so far. The remaining
km is yet to be started due to
shortage of funds,he said and
appealed to the state government to provide funds to complete this very important road.
He also inspected the
under-construction bridge over
Dollum river and the water
treatment plant under PHED
at Paro. He urged the concern
departments and the contractors to speed up the work.
On learning that the
contractor is yet to start work
on 33/11 KV Power substationat Dollungmukh, he directed the department to award
the work to other contractors
willing to finish the work in the
stipulated time frame.
Later he visited the
NHPC project work site and
held discussions with the man-
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agers and the engineers of
NHPC.Dakpe assured all possible resistance to restore the
halted project.
The lawmaker also visited the police out post, AIR
bombing zone and the PHC run
by NN Charitable society,took
stock of their problems and assured earliest dressal.
Later he also visited
VKV Dollungmukh and interacted with the students and
the teachers.
Deputy Commissioner
MokiLoyi, Shri John Pada,
ANSU GS TukbomLigu and
HODs were present amongst
others.

DCM Met Union
Minister of State (IC)
for Power and New &
Renewable Energy

NEW DELHI, June 19:
Deputy Chief Minister, Chowna Mein called on the Union
Minister of State (Independent
Charge) for Power and New &
Renewable Energy, etc Shri R
K Singh in his Office at New
Delhi today.
In his meeting, Mein
appraised the power scenario of Arunachal Pradesh to
the Union Minister and they
discussed several issues for
development of hydro-power
and robust power system in
the State. He briefed Singh
about the technical problem
in the KamengHydro-Power
(600 MW) which needs to be
solved immediately for early
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commissioning of the project. Informing that all formalities forDibang Multi-purpose
(2800 MW) project had been
completed, he pressed for
early start of the project. He
also informed the union minister that the hydro-power projects of 22 power developers
in the State were terminated
due to their inability to made
progress in the project even
after years of signing MoU
between them and the State
Govt.
He further requested
the Union Minister for early released of fund under
Saubagya and DDUGSY of
the preceding year and the
need to expedite the Comprehensive Power Transmission
Scheme. He also requested
for a package from the Centre to replace and renovate
the old infrastructure for ensuring uninterrupted power
supply system in the State.
He also requested to take
two transmission systems
from Kopi-Tawang and RupaiNamsai under the Transmission Scheme as it could not
be taken up under NLCPR.
Union Minister assured all his
support and cooperation for
robust development of power
system in Arunachal Pradesh.
He said that two machines of
Kameng Hydro-power project
will be made functional soon
and the rest two machines after the six months. He also assured for early start of Dibang
Multi-Purpose project.
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FLCC organized at Apex
Bank, Seppa

SEPPA, June 19:
The Seppa Branch of Apex
Bank successfully conducted
two Financial Literacy Counselling Camp (FLCC)programmes at Seppa and Wessang in East Kameng.
Apex Bank Ltd. Head
Office AGM Nabam Tati highlighted the importanceof Apex
Bank in the State. Touted to
be the future serving bank in
the State, heinformed that the
Apex Bankis the second largest bank in the State after SBI
and that the State Governmenthasallottedseveralplots of
land to establishthe Head Office andthe bank branches in
various districts of the State.
Being the State owned
bank (APNA BANK), Apex
Bank is the only bank whereState Govt has a lion share
in capital term, AGM Tati stated. He informed that the bank
has already started operating
government account for PFMS
Services since 2018.At present, the bank is coordinating
and cooperating theStateGovt. to implement its flagship
programmesfor unemployed
youths,
entrepreneursand
farmers like NSTFDC, CMPVY,
MMPVYand KCC etc., he further informed.
While
appreciating
the present State Government for sanctioning of Apex
Bank Head office building and
Administrator Shri Habung
Lampung (EAC) and MD Shri

T Thongdok for the proper
managementof
theBank,
AGM Tati told the gathering
that the bank is operating onCBS platform like nationalized
banksand provides digital services likeNEFT,RTGS/Micro
ATM,POS,DigitalKishan Credit
Cards,Debit Card, e-Com
transactions, SIM se PAY, etc.
Informing that the State
Govt has sanctioned fund for
setting up of ATM booths in
all the districts of the State in
phase manner, AGM Tati further informed that the managementof the Apex Bank is
proposing to install five designated ATM booths in the first
phase .
While replying to the
demand for ATM Booth and
SIM se PAY at Seppa Branch
by the customers, AGM Tati
assured the gathering to look
into the matter and pursue
with the competent authority
for fruitful outcome.
Earlier, welcoming all
the participants, the Apex Bank
Seppa BM, P C Ngangmu informed the gatherings that the
Seppa Branch has more than
19000 account holders and
the branch has stood consecutively as the second highest
deposit bank branch amongst
the 37 Apex Bank branches
existed in the State for the
last 3 years. DCU Chairman
Shri Tame Cheda,Pappu Valley MPCS Chairman Pradip
Natung, and Block Manager
(ARSLM) TageYasung and her
official teams also spoke in the
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event. Wessang Dene SHG
also took active participation
in the programme.

Khandu apprises Union
Minister Civil Aviation
Hardeep Singh Puri
on construction of
Greenfield Airport at
Hollongi

New Delhi, June 19:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
today called on Union Minister
of State (Independent) for Civil
Aviation Hardeep Singh Puri
and congratulated him on assuming the office.
During the call on, Chief
Minister apprised the Union
Minister on the progress of
land acquisition with regard to
construction of Greenfield Airport at Hollongi, Itanagar and
requested for expeditious completion of the project through a
Project Monitoring Committee
to be constituted under the
Chairmanship of Secretary,
Civil Aviation, Government of
India, with Chief Secretary of
Arunachal Pradesh as one of
the members.
Chief Minister also requested the Union Minister
for early start of commercial
flight services for Tezu Airport
constructed by the Airports Authority of India.
Also requesting for helicopter services under regional connectivity scheme (RCS)
to be made operational, Chief
Minister said the selected operators under UDAN are yet
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to start the actual operation in
Arunachal and requested for
intervention so that Heliports
under RCS becomes operational.
CM was accompanied
by Arunachal Tourism Minister
Nakap Nalo

Maintain quality
while implementing
government schemes:
Pongte

CHANGLANG, June 20:
A coordination meeting was
called on by the Deputy Commissioner R K Sharma in the
presence of Deputy Speaker,
Arunachal Pradesh Legislative Assembly, Tesam Pongte
among the HoDs and Public
Leaders of Changlang to discuss Govt plans, Policies and
prioritization of Govt Schemes
for over all development of the
District, here at DC's Conference Hall, today.
Addressing the meeting, Pongte urged all the departments to implement Govt
schemes in both letter and
spirit to ensure visible development in the area. Stating that
all the incomplete and left out
developmental activities would
be his top priority, he sought
cooperation from all the HoDs
and general public to convert
the objectives into reality.
Emphasising on maintaining quality while implementing any govt schemes, he
insisted departments for constant monitoring of the ongo-
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ing works adding that in case
of poor implementation, the responsibility would be fixed on
the concerned officer/official.
He appealed all the Govt employees to contribute in developmental process by rendering quality service.
Showing concern over
the unavailability of land as
one of the main hindrances in
implementing infrastructural
development schemes, he appealed the public leaders to
contribute and cooperate the
works departments by donating sufficient land for creation
of infrastructure in the area.
Pongte asked all the
departments to prepare their
road maps right in advance to
avoid last minute hustle.
Irked by poor services
of BSNL he asked SDO (T) to
improve the services immediately adding that communication is part and parcel of development in this digital era.
Sharma informed the
house that the District MiniSecretariat area was declared
as No smoking zone and
asked the HoDs to follow the
same by declaring their Office
premises too.
Speaking on improvement in Health and education
sector in the district, the DC
said that dedication and hard
work from the service providers is a need of hour. Showing
his concern over Govt schools
in district run by single teacher,
he asked DDSE to rationalize
posting of teachers.
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Speaking on adoption of Schools in the District
Headquarters in order to improve the quality of education
in these schools he said that
every officers would be asked
to adopt two schools.
SP, Changlang Romil
Baaniya informed that the department would take serious
action with persons involved in
drug menace in the district. He
informed that the department is
in process of collecting names
of drug peddlers, distributors,
abusers, etc in the district and
appealed all to help Police in
nabbing these culprits by sharing information. He urged all
the HoDs to provide the list
of the drug abusers who are
among Govt employees adding that the department will
soon be organising de-addiction camps for those abusers.
Many public leaders
also spoke in the meeting and
kept their valuable suggestions before the house.

TAH Maintenance work
inspected by DC; seeks
public cooperation to
expedite the project

Daporijo, June 20:
Upper SubansiriDeputy Commissioner, Danish Ashraf and
Assistant Engineer Highways
KentoRibaalong with officials of the PWD and UD inspected the Trans Arunachal
Highway maintenance stretch
tillthe Subansiri bridge point in
Daporijo.
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The team inspected
the work executed by department and noted the extensive
damages due to torrential
downpour which had resulted
in overflow of drains and choking of culverts. This had further
resulted in damages to the
pavement intern.
Ribabrought to the notice of the team the hindrances
affecting the work, in particular
public outcry during drain clearance and rain water causing
excessive siltation and choking
the drains causing overflow of
water over pavement. The DC
instructed the contractor for
the maintenance work to carry
out drain clearance near DC
office and several other areas
and assured all help in dealing
the public causing hindrance
in the work.
At several places DC
met local public and requested them to cooperate in drain
clearance and removing encroachments for free flow of
drain and rain water which is
damaging the maintenance
work.

Taki inspects high
altitude fish farm,
horticulture nursery
and pig breeding centre

Ziro,June 21:
Minister Agriculture, Horticulture, Fishery, Veterinary and
Animal Husbandry and Dairy
Development, Tage Taki today
inspected the High Altitude
Fish farm at Tarin, Horticulture

nursery and Pig breeding centre at Siro and the proposed
site for farmers training college
at Dilopolyang.
Tarin High altitude fish
farm was established in 1976
and was funded by NEC. It
had been a major tourism attraction in its early years and
was a centre for recreational
activities and hikings.
The Minister assured
to re-model the farm and make
it economically viable and a
source of revenue generation.
Farm manager TokoTubin guided the minister
through the oldest fish farm in
Ziro.
The Minister then visited the Horticulture Nursery
at Siiro. He interacted with the
farm labourers who were mostly women, and assured to look
into their grievances related to
irregular monthly wages.
“The
District
pig
breeding farm at an area of
30205.28sqm has lots of scope
for growth. Once the incubator
and the fodder mixing machine
are fully commissioned , other livestock can also be bred
for commercial and education
purpose as well,” the Minister
Animal Husbandry and Veterinary said while inspecting the
veterinary department campus. DVO shriHanoTama also
appraised the minister about
the requirement of a District
Veterinary Hospital and need
to impart adequate trainings to
farmers on livestock management.
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Later shriTaki
also
inspected the proposed site
for farmers training college at
Dilopolyang.
The minister was accompanied by DC shriChukhuTakar, HoDs ,Shri Tilling Tilley,
BJP district President .

International Yoga
Day Celebrated at Civil
Secretariat

ITANAGAR, June 21:
Celebrating the International
Yoga Day, Chief Minister Pema
Khandu joined his cabinet colleagues, legislators, officers
and staff of the state Civil Secretariat here this morning for
an hour of Yoga session.
With Ms LobsangDrema, a certified Yoga exponent, as the instructor, more
than thousand officers and
officials including Chief Secretary Satya Gopal went through
the tried and tested asaanasof
the ancient Indian form of exercise that strengthens both
body and soul.
Ms Drema, a native of
Tawangwho took to Yoga seriously after correcting a slipdisc by practising it, eloquently
explained both physical and
spiritual benefits of the asaanasthat she made all go through
during the hour-long routine.
Highlighting the benefits of Yoga that not only prevents several life-threatening
diseases but also cure many,
Khandu wondered aloud the
necessity of government-spon-
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sored health schemes ‘when
few minutes of Yoga practice
daily could suffice’.
He said Yoga ought to
be taken up as a ‘Jan Andolan’
and spread even to the villages for a healthy society.
In his brief address,
Khandu lauded the vision of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on whose initiation the world
recognized its universal appeal
and on 11 December 2014, the
United Nations proclaimed 21
June as the International Day
of Yoga.
“Yoga is an ancient
physical, mental and spiritual
practice that originated in India. The word ‘yoga’ a Sanskrit
wordthat means to join or to
unite, symbolizes the union of
body and consciousness.
While Modiji is celebrating the day at Ranchi leading thousands in a mega Yoga
session, the world community
will reiterate the significance of
this ancient Indian art in today’s
context,” Khandu informed.
The Chief Minister appreciated the government employees for taking time out for
a full-fledged yoga session despite the day being a working
day. He asserted that exercise,
specifically Yoga is a must for
government employees.
“We as government
servants attend office daily
and work under tremendous
pressure. It is but natural for
us to fall prey to diseases like
stress, blood pressure, etc.
Here comes in the importance
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of Yoga in our life. For us it is a
must,” he stressed.
Pointing that Yoga not
only leads to a healthy but also
a disciplined life, Khandu reiterated his stress on discipline
of government employees.
“Please maintain discipline and reach your respective
offices by 9.30 am on all working days and leave only after 5
pm,” he urged while directing
the Chief Secretary, commissioners, secretaries and HoDs
to monitor their staff.
“At times I will also
make surprise visit to offices,”
the Chief Minister added.

Fifth IYD Celebrated
across the state

ITANAGAR, June 21:
The Fifth International Yoga
Day was celebrated across
the state.
At Itanagar, the Day
was celebrated in a befitting
manner at IG Park today by
the Department of Health &
Family Welfare in collaboration with District Administration
Capital Complex.
People from all walks of
life including Govt employees,
school children etc actively
participated in huge numbers
in the yoga session that was
conducted at the park.
Highlighting the importance of the day, the Chief
Guest Hon’ble Minister Health
and Family Welfare Shri Alo
Libang informed that altogether 180 countries are participating in the celebration today.He
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lauded the Prime Minister Narendra Modi for promoting Yoga
in the world forum and his efforts in adopting the day as the
International Yoga Day. Shri
Libang stressed that Yoga is
a science which can help treat
many ailments without medicine. He urged people to take
up yoga for self benefit which
in turn will give a healthy lifestyle. He further stressed that
Yoga should become a way
of life especially the younger
generation should learn to
practice it for better concentration and memory.
Earlier, Juhi Mukherjee Secretary Health & Family Welfare while welcoming
all stressed that it is our proud
privilege that we belong to the
country where Yoga was born
and which is now recognised
by the whole world over. Yoga
is not just an action but also a
science and philosophy to improve coordination between
the mind and soul. Highlighting the theme for the day
Yoga for Heart, the Secretary
stressed that with the economic development, it is seen that
diseases concerning lifestyles
like heart ailment, blood pressure etc are becoming more
life threatening and therefore
one should practice Yoga to
maintain coordination between
mind, body and soul.
The District Administration Capital Complex also
organised the occasion in
various schools with an aim
to make the students aware of
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the importance of the day. Students right from Primary level
to Higher Secondary level actively participated in their respective schools.
At Pasighat, District
Health Society conducted
Yoga camp headed by the
DC Dr. Kinny Singh while SP
Prashant Gautam organized a
session at the 5thIRBn Camp
(Drill Shed) 2-Mile, Pasighat
marking IYD, 2019.
In her address at the
EngoTakar Hall, DC Singh
opined that for peace, prosperity and a healthier nation Yoga
was necessary. It promotes
unity and harmony amongst
the people and particularly for
the youths, it helps in personality development adopting
healthy and disciplined life and
also keeping away from social
evils like drug addiction and
alcoholism, added Singh while
encouraging to practice Yoga.
Yoga Instructor, DPVN,
Pankaj Das along with students demonstrated Yoga on
the occasion.
SP Prashant Gautam
informed that altogether 104
personnel from civil police,
2ndAAPBn and 5thIRBn participated in the IYD Camp held
at the 5thIRBn Camp (Drill
Shed) 2-Mile, Pasighat today.
In his message Gautam asserted that Yoga not only keeps
us physically fit but also keeps
our nerves and veins healthy. It
is one the complete exercises
which keeps us physically and
mentally fit. Regular practice of

Yoga reduces stress and keep
us relaxed. Everyone should
take out some time daily from
their schedule for healthy life.
At Aalo, Minister Industry, Textile& handicraft,
Tumke Bagra, Aalo MLA Kento
Jini along with HODs and public took part in the programme
organized by district administration in collaboration with
Medical and Sports department. The Minister and MLA
stressed on the need to take
up Yoga and Art of Living seriously to develop a balanced
mind, body and spirit.
At Kamba the Yoga for
Heart was conducted under
the initiative of MLA 27thLiromoba where around 600 hundred participants from various
walks of life took part enthusiastically. The MLA exhorted all
to learn the art for a disease
free, healthy and controlled
life.
At Kaying the Yoga Sibir was organized by the kaying district administration under
the initiative of Shri PumekRonya, DLR&SO and In Charge
EAC Kaying. At VKV Jirdin
hundreds of students turned
for the Yoga with prayer and
meditation.
At Seppa, East Kameng DC Gaurav Singh Rajawat along with administrative officers, HoOs, school
children, teaching fraternity,
govt. officials and public have
enthusiastically participated
in the event organized here at
AneDonyiNyelleNamlo (Nye-
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darNamlo), Seppa. Pledges
on moulding oneself into a
good, healthy and lovable human being, creating cordial
and beautiful surrounding, and
acknowledging every human
being as one were also taken
during the event.
Health
Department
of the district has also organized similar kind of event
to celebrate the IYD 2019 at
Namghar located at Type II
Colony, Seppa.
At Bomdila, The 5th International Day of Yoga (IDY)
was celebrated at district
headquarters Bomdila with
fervor and enthusiasm.
Conducted by the District administration, Department of Health & FW, Seva
Bharati and Patanjali, the
years’ yoga themed ‘Climate
Action’ was participated by
hundreds of people – young
and old alike at Bomdila auditorium.
The IDY was also celebrated by thousands of people
in all the administrative Subdivisions, Schools, Colleges,
Army and Para-Military establishments in the district.
At Yingkiong, The 5th
International Yoga Day was
celebrated at Multipurpose
Community Hall, Yingkiong
with great fan fare. The day
began with inauguration of programme by Chief Guest Shri
Karma Leki, Deputy Commissioner, Upper Siang District. In
his speech the Deputy Commissioner briefly mentioned
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about how this ancient Yoga
system saves the life of human being when there was no
medicines available for treatment and also important of
Yoga in our day today life. He
also appeals all the citizens to
practice such useful system
for our better future.
After the inauguration
proramme the Yoga session
was conducted by the Yoga
instructor and demonstrator
where more than 717 participants took participation.
At Ziro, Minister Agriculture , Horticulture Veterinary
and Animal Husbandry and
Dairy Development Er.Tage
Taki led the International Yoga
Day celebrations at Vivekananda Kendre Vidyalaya, Dobi
today.
“Yoga is India s gift to
the world. Practising yoga creates a synchronised mind and
a body. It brings in agility, flexibility and youthfulness to the
body and the mind.,” said the
minister while exhorting all to
make it a daily habit.
The gathering then performed asanas and pranayams
under the instruction of yoga
teacher from VKV.
Children , teachers
,HoDs members of KisanMorcha, Lower Subansiri unit participated in the program.
At Yupia, The 5th INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
was celebrated at Indoor stadium YupiaPapumpare district
with great enthusiasm, organized by the District AYUSH
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Mission society. The program
began with prayer and devotion and lighting of lamp in the
memory of Guru Patanjali, the
father of modern yoga.
The program was inaugurated by ADC cum I/c
DC as the chief guest.
The Yoga instructor from ART
of Living, Itanagar taught
Surya Namaskar and basic
Yoga Postures to the participants on the occasion. The
International Yoga Day was attended by the HOD’s of all the
Departments, General public,
school children from Upper
primary Yupia, Government
Girls Residential School Nyorch and ITBP Jawans. The
Program concluded with a
vote of thanks from DR. Tania
Raju, DANO- cum- DAMS YupiaPapum Pare.
At Tezu, 5th International Yoga Day was attended
by Sunny SinghAssistant Commissioner Tezu, Dr D.W. Thongon, SP Tezu, HODs, Administrative Officers, representative
from Brahmakumari, Arun Jyoti
, Patanjali and school students
from various Govt. and private
schools of Tezu Town.
Lighting of ceremonial
lamp by the Chief Guest and
other dignitaries, demonstration of common yoga protocol
by the Vivekananda Kendra
Arun Jyoti, Tezu, speech on
importance of yoga by B.K. Dr.
Mahesh Himadri ( Mount Abu),
Dhyan (Meditation) by B.K
Jayanti Brahma Kumari, Tezu
and prize distribution to the top
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ten winners of the essay competition on the occassion of
International Yoga Day 2019,
were some of the highlight of
the event.
The program was a
great success with more than
600 hundred people participating. People braved heavy rain
to attend the program.
At Changlang, Deputy
Speaker Shri TesamPongte
led the 5th International
Yoga Day celebration here at
Changlang Multipurpose Community Hall, today. The HODs
of Changlang, Officers and Officials of Changlang Medical,
teachers and students of VKV
Changlang and members from
Art of Living attended the programme.
In his brief speech, Shri
Pongte dwelt on the benefits
of Yoga keeping one physically sound and fit and urged all
and sundry to make it a routine
practice.
The combo of 9 Assam
Rifles, Changlang APP and
CRPF Changlang observed
International Yoga Day at
Changlang Helipad Ground in
a befitting manner.
At Tawang, The 5th International Yoga Day was organized at GyalwaTsangyang
Gyatso High altitude stadium
Tawang by District Sports Authority and Health Department
Tawang in collaboration with
district Administration.TawangMLA TseringTashi attended the
occasion as chief guest. Chief
Guest HMLA Tawang Shri
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TseringTashi in his address
to the gathering conveyed his
thankfulness to Honble Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi
for initiating the day. Health
is everything and we should
be very careful in this regard,
Yoga is a medium through
which we can keep our physical as well as mental health
in good condition he said. He
further informed the gathering
that three months yoga camp
will be organized soon for
better health of the people of
Tawang.

Daying Ering
remembered on his
49th death anniversary

PASIGHAT, June 21:
Pasighatians today paid homage to Dr. Daying Ering, popularly known as the architect of
modern Arunachal Pradesh,on
his 49th death anniversary.
Organized by Tirki
Monmong Matpang Society
(TMMS), the day’s proceedings began withfloral tributes
and garlanding to the statue
(near Siang Guest House)
and laying of wreath at the
grave of Dr. Ering(near DC’s
office complex) by the TMMS
President and General Secretary TasingSitangEkoand Tado
Muang respectively and others
marked the occasion.
People turned up at the
site to pay tribute, remembered
and acknowledged Ering’s
timeless contributions. Among
prominent senior members,

Oshong Ering, IAS (Rtd), Tasing Sitang Eko, IFS (Rtd) and
Obyak Ering (Sr) delivered
speeches. People gathered
today urged the state government to observe death anniversary every year, statewide,
saying that Dr. Ering’s message of harmony, brotherhood
and peace were their constant
inspiration and guiding force.
Dr.Ering (1929–1970),
father of present 37-Pasighat
MLA NinongEring was the
chairman of the Ering Commission which heavily influenced
the country’s Panchayati Raj
system. Born in an Adi family in Runne village near Pasighat on 11th December,
1929, Eringstarted his career
in the Indian Frontier Administrative Service. Later, he was
nominated as a Member of the
Lok Sabha from North Eastern Frontier Agency (NEFA) in
1963. He was also appointed
as the parliament secretary
and a deputy minister in the
Union Ministry of Food and
Agriculture.In 1964, he chaired
the Ering Commission, an investigative body looking into
governmental
decentralization. The Commission’s report
in 1965, recommended a fourtier system of local government and heavily influenced
the adoption of the Panchayati
Raj system.
Ering took last breath
in Shillong, in 1970. The DayingEring Memorial Wild Life
Sanctuary in East Siang district is named after him. Other
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places and institutions and
places named after him include the Daying Ering College of Teachers’ Education,
DayingEring Memorial Middle
School, DayingEring Wildlife
Foundation Eco-Development
Society and DayingEring Colony.

Governor interacts with
meritorious students

Itanagar, June 22:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) interacted with meritorious students from 13 Eastern Districts of the State in
the Darbar Hall, Raj Bhavan,
Itanagar here today.
The Governor exhorted the students to have
a lofty vision and go about it
with diligence, discipline, and
commitment. He advised them
to study for knowledge and
competence and not just only
for taking certificates. It is the
right time and age for you to
inculcate integrity, respect for
teachers and elders and passion for hard work and you
must start from this moment
itself, the Governor told the
students.
The Governor urged
the young children to be good
citizen, good human being and
think out of the box. He suggested to them not to study
only for getting a job but to
become an entrepreneur, job
providerin the ‘Startup’ concept and innovator. The right
direction, condition, path, re-
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solve and thought process for
them, the Governor opined
was to contribute towards the
welfare and wellbeing of their
family, village, society, State
and Nation.
Interacting with the students who told him that they
were comfortable in Hindi, the
Governor said that Arunachal
Pradesh is the only State in
India, where the people speak
and interact with each otherin Hindi. He further said that
the spirit of nationalism is immense, unique and par excellence amongst the people of
the State.
The Governor felicitated Miss Vanda Moran, Class
IX from Namsai District who
topped in the Arunachal State
Board (Class VIII)2018-19 and
the youngest member of the
group Miss Mame Mele, Class
V from Dibang Valley District.
First Lady of the State
Smt Neelam Misra and Joint
Secretary Education Shri Repo
Ronya were also present in the
meeting.
Earlier, the Deputy
State Project Director, Samagra Shiksha, Shri NangramPingkap informed that
under ‘Samagra Shiksha’ programme, thismaiden exposure
tour for the meritorious students has been conducted.
Six students from each District
are visiting Raj Bhavan, State
Legislative Assembly, State
Civil Secretariat, Jawaharlal
State Museum and Itafortin addition to the institutes of higher
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studies. The aim of the tour
is to encourage the students
to know about the habitats
and people in their surrounding and neighbourhood and to
inspire them to have a sense
of pride and responsibility towards the State and Nation.It
revealed that 80% of the group
is visiting the State Capital for
the first time.

Governor, First Lady
participate in IDY
programme

Itanagar, June 22:
The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D.
Mishra (Retd.) and the First
Lady of the State Smt. Neelam Misra participated in the
5thInternational Day of Yoga
(IDY) programme at NIT Yupia Campus on 21st June
2019 along with students,
faculty and staff of National
Institute of Technology, Arunachal Pradesh. Large
number of people including
students from North Eastern
Regional Institute of Technology (NERIST), Rajiv Gandhi University, Rono Hills,
Doimukh and Don Bosco
College, Jullang and officers
from District Police and Administration participated in
this year’s edition of IDY.
Speaking on the occasion, the Governor said
that it is the vision and farsightednessof our Prime
Minister, Shri Narendra Modi
ji that Yoga has become the
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world’s charm activity today.
It is providing physical and
mental solace, quality of life
and also the much accolade
bonding to the people of different parts of the world.
An avid practiser of
Yoga himself, the Governor
shared the benefits of Yoga,
the most precious gift of Indian knowledge, consciousness and Traditions. He
appealed to the people, irrespective of region, religion
and beliefs, to adopt Yoga for
a healthy body and mind.
The Governor also
urged upon the participants
to spread the benefits of
Yoga to their friends, peers,
neighbours and most importantly to the younger generation for their healthier tomorrow.
The Governor informed the participants that
to help, preserve, protect,
aid and improve the environment, this year, the theme
for the International Day of
Yoga is ‘Climate Action’. This
year’s Yoga Day theme merits to be addressed with utmost seriousness by every
human soul on the earth, he
said.
Prof.
Pinakeshwar
Mahanta, Director NIT, and
the Gandhi Study Centre of
his institute organised and
participated in the IDY programme. Shri MridulGogoi,
Yoga Instructor, Seva Ashram, Lekhi Village, Naharlagun and his group conducted
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the Yoga session.

ABK organizes Annual
Excellence Award

PASIGHAT, June 22:
“Champions keep playing until
they get it right”, said the very
impressed state’s education
minister TabaTedir today who
graced as Chief Guest in the
“Annual Excellence Award,
2019” organized by the Academic Board of Adi Bane
Kebang(ABK) at the Horticulture college auditorium today.
The Academic Board
felicitated the toppers in AISSE,
AISSCE, JEE, NEET, gold
medalist, doctorate awardees,
students &teachers, officers
and other achievers in various
other fields during the event.
Early this morning a marathon
“Run for Education” was conducted to spread awareness
on education.
Tedir,while appreciating ABK members for organizing felicitation program and
congratulating the achievers,
stated that “the will to win,
hard-work, discipline and desire to success” were the keys
to unlock the door to personal
excellence.He also lauded
the untiring efforts of ABK for
streamlining the society without any business and its vibrant Kebang system. The
NGO is playing vital role both
in community level and state
level in promoting peace and
harmony among tribal society.
Many good practices were undertaken by ABK in socio and
economic related affairs and

preservation of own tradition
and culture has been looked
upon and praised by fellow
brothers of Arunachal Pradesh,
he added.
The minister assured
that he would extend sincere
support to promote Adi language as third language in the
Adi inhabitant areas. Pending
work of the State university
would be taken up on priority and defunct school would
be closed, he informed. While
asking the student community
to be punctual, disciplined and
attentive to study, Tedirsaid
that the education scenario
has been changed a lot compared to olden days. Education should not be means to
get job or to be employed but
should be based on morale
values, attitude and character.
The minister along with
other dignitaries present on the
occasion like Pasighat MLA
KalingMoyong, Chief Patron
B. Perme, DC Dr. Kinny Singh,
SP Prashant Gautam, Dean
of CHF Prof. BN. Hazarika,
ABK President GetomBorang,
Secretary General OkomYosungand others handed over
awards to the achievers of
various fields. Earlier, Tediraccompanied by the local MLA
KalingMoyong, DC Dr. Kinny
Singh, SP Prashant Gautam,
DDSE J Yirang and others had
visited JNCollege, State University site, polytechnic college and NiglokSainik School
etc.
In his address, Guest
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of HonourKalingMoyong, MLA,
opined that Yoga, games and
sports were an integral part
of a student’s life. A student
should study hard to be successful in competitive examinations but they should also
play games and sports for
learning the team spirit and
personality development. They
must study well for brighter career ahead adding that future
would be very competitive as
there would be no back door
policy. He also highlighted few
government plans, policies
and achievements on the occasion. He appreciated the
efforts of ABK President GetomBorangand Secy. Edn Dr.
David Gao in particular and all
members as a whole for organizing the event in a befitting
manner and further appealed
the ABK as a community organization to be an active partner
to state's development.

Laptops and smart
phones distributed
amongst students
under ADGY and
CMSSY

Seppa, June 22:
In a bid to incentivize and promoteeducation and to equip
the students with modern
method of learning technology,
the State governmentawarded
11 students of Class IX and
10 students of Class X and
85 girls students who have recently succeeded Class XII of
the district with Laptops and
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Smart Phones respectively
under Acharya Dronacharya
Gurukul Yojana and CM’s Samast Shiksha Yojana.
Enlightening the students about the pros and cons
of today’s world of advanced
information and communication technology, PD (DRDA)
DaheySangno advised the
achievers and student community to use the distributed
gadgets and the latest technology judiciously and meticulously for skill enrichment,
knowledge advancement and
education purpose only. Highlighting about the profile of job
vacancy and limitations and
saturation of white-collar jobs
in real terms, he exhorted the
student community to become
employable by skilling themselves utilizing the information
technology and urged them to
venture new avenues of selfemployment and entrepreneurship and become master
of their own enterprises.
Pronouncing that education is the only mantra to resolve any problem, PD Sangno exhorted the students to
behave as child prodigy and
urged them to imbibe good
character and discipline in life.
Affirming thatthe education
plays a vital role in making a
nation strong, he further urged
the parents and guardians to
give importance to better and
proper education of their children and wards.
Briefing about the aims
and salient features of the
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Acharya Dronacharya Gurukul Yojana and CM’s Samast
Shiksha Yojana, DDSE Duken
Katoappealed everyone to
participate and extend all possible assistance in achieving
the true goal of the education.
Parents and guardians of students from various
schools of the district and host
of govt. officials, public leaders
and teaching fraternity were
also present and witnessed
the event.
The event was organized by the Education Department in collaboration with
the District Administration here
at GHSS Bazarline, Seppa.

Namsai District
secured 1st rank in
Education amongst the
Aspirational Districts in
the country

ITANAGAR, June 22:
Namsai District secured the first
rank in Education amongst117
Aspirational Districts in the
country. The Chief Executive
Officer of NITI Aaayog, Amitabh Kant in an official letter to
the Chief Secretary, Shri Satya
Gopal intimated this information to the Govt of Arunachal.
The ranked was based
on the incremental progress
made in the month of February-March 2019. As per the
guidelines of this special initiative, Namsai District has
become eligible for a one-time
additional allocation of Rs 3
Crore, in the nature of untied
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allocation.
The District had been
asked by the NITI Aayog to
prepare a plan of action in
consultation with the State
and Central Prabhari Officers
(Namsai) and to send the
same to the NITI Aayog in a
prescribed format with their
recommendations within a
fortnight. The Empower Committee of Secretaries, constituted for Aspirational District
Programme would further consider the ‘plan of action’ for approval.
Deputy Chief Minister,
Chowna Mein in his tweet has
congratulated and also complimented the Namsai District
Administration headed by its
Deputy Commissioner, Dr
Tapasya Raghav and Officers
of Education Department for
the achievement saying that
it is the result of their tireless
efforts that the district has
earned them this position. He
further wished them for their
future endeavors and urged
them to work with more enthusiasm and the team spirit
to bring more such results for
the betterment of the district in
particular and the State as a
whole.

DCM attends 35th GST
Council Meeting in
New Delhi

NEW DELHI, June 22:
Deputy Chief Minister, Chowna Mein who is also the Minister in-charge of Finance repre-
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sented Arunachal Pradesh in
the 35th GST Council Meeting
chaired by Union Finance Minister, Smt Nirmala Sitharaman
in New Delhi on Friday.
With the objective of
ease of doing business, to remove difficulties being faced
by small taxpayers and to protect the revenue of Arunachal
Pradesh, Mein expressed his
views on myriad agenda items
ranging from the New Return
Filing System, Extension of
dates of returns, to GST rates
of various goods & services.
On the issue of a uniform rate for lotteries, Mein
stated that there is need to
protect the interests of North
Eastern States, and therefore
he supported a uniform GST
rate for both state run & state
authorized lotteries.
His views were welcomed by the Chairperson of
the GST Council, Union Finance Minister Smt Nirmala
Sitharaman.
The Deputy Chief Minister was accompanied by
Commissioner Tax, Excise and
Narcotics, Shri Anirudh Singh.

Bring innovation
and profit oriented
methods to our
cultivation: Taki

Yachuli, June 24:
Minister Agriculture, Horticulture, Veterinary and Animal
Husbandry &Dairy Development, Tage Taki said that interlinking of all agri-allied depart-

ments and building a cohesive
unit can create a sustainable
chain of economic activities for
the farmers.
He said this while addressing the officials of Veterinary, Fisheries, KVK and
progressive farmers in Yachuli
during a flag off ceremony of a
mini truck and fish sale van.
The mini truck and the
fish sale van is being funded
by National Fishery Development Board, GoI, Department
of Fishery in collaboration with
the District Fishery Development Office, Ziro.
“Avenues for multiple
cropping and mixed farming
should be explored. We have
to start getting out of the stereotypical farming mindset and
bring innovation and profit oriented methods to our cultivation,” he added while assuring
support from government.
“KVK as the storehouse
of knowledge pertaining to agriculture and Horticulture shall
have to brainstorm and identify crops and vegetables suitable for different areas of Lower Subansiri,” He said while
informing that off season vegetable gardening will be taken
up in a large scale in Ziro from
October and that KVK shall
have to submit their feasibility
report within 15 days.
He further asked the
farming community of the entire district to explore the potential of maize , soybeans
and Millets and other commercial crops on a large scale. To
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facilitate and encourage the
farmers , he further assured to
install two oil extracting units .
Responding to the
memorandum submitted by
LikhaKamin, Chairman, Fish
Farmer’s Society, Lower Subansiri for want of Cold storages , the Minister assured to
look into the matter after the
budget sittings and allocations
are completed.
Earlier he visited the
Government Dairy Farm at Yachuli and the KVK campus. He
interacted with officials of both
the departments and assured
to look into their grievances.
He also inaugurated
the angling and the boating
facility at the fish farm of Progressive farmer LikhaKamin.
ADC CharuNilli, DFDONabam James, DVO HanoTama and HoDs accompanied the minister.

Arunachal Pradesh
getting Adequate
Benefits from NABARD
supported schemes:
Khandu

ITANAGAR, June 24:
NABARD General Manager Dr Gopa Kumaran Nair
called on Chief Minister
Pema Khandu here today.
Chief Minister praised
NABARD and said state is
getting adequate benefits
from NABARD supported
schemes. He highlighted
the recommendations came
out from State Conclave on
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Perspective Planning for Resurgent Agriculture & Allied
Sector in Arunachal Pradesh
which was jointly organised
by Govt of Arunachal
Pradesh and NABARD the
previous year and urged for
its early implementation.
Chief Minister suggested participation of NABARD in the meeting meant
for developing long-term
road map on 27th June
2019, which will be headed
by Deputy Chief Minister
Chowna Mein.
GM requested CM
to take necessary steps for
enhancement of borrowing
power under article 293(3)
to utilise the loans already
sanctioned under Rural Infrastructure Fund of NABARD. In view of low level
of credit flow to agriculture,
it was suggested that initiatives like suitable One Time
Settlement Scheme, a credit
guarantee scheme, accelerated role of cooperatives, etc
will help the state. The cooperative sector in the state
is in need of a revamping
and requested government
attention for setting up of a
Committee/Study to evolve
a development plan.
Concluding the discussions, CM expressed
his happiness about the initiatives being taken up by
NABARD in the state and
requested NABARD to work
more closely with state government for overall develop-
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ment of the state.

Khandu felicitates girls
football team

ITANAGAR, June 24:
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
today felicitated members of
the girls’ football team that
played the finals of the Hero
Sub-Junior Girls’ National
Championship 2019-20 recently at Cuttack, Odisha and
emerged runners-up, bowing
out to Jharkhand in the summit clash.
The sub-junior girls,
who turned up in their state
jersey along with the trophy,
were accompanied by their
manager, coach, officials of
the Arunachal Pradesh Football Association and officers
of the Sports and Youth Affairs
Department.
The Arunachal team
had a splendid run in the tournament, making history by
becoming the first girls’ team
from the state to make it to the
final of the championship.
Till the final, the girls
had an unbeaten run, with Tallo Ana scoring 15 goals in five
matches. Ana remained the
highest scorer of the tournament.
The state’s sub-junior
boys’ team had also reached
the final of the Hero Sub-junior
National Football Championship in December last year.
Congratulating the girls
and the officials, Khandu said
the entire state was proud of
them. He urged them to maintain their ‘passion’ and not to
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rest upon their laurels.
“Do not stop playing.
Keep your passion for the
game intact. Hone your skills
and aim for the sky. This is just
the beginning,” he advised.
Khandu said football
is a game of the masses and
youths of the state are passionate about it and assured
the government’s support for
its upliftment.
He said in recent years
youths of Arunachal Pradesh
have shown exemplary skills
in various fields of games
and sports, which have been
proved by scores of medals
won by them. Though being a
late starter in the arena due to
lack of infrastructure and expertise, Arunachal Pradesh,
he said has achieved a lot in a
short span of time in this sector.
Khandu attributed the
recent surge in sporting events
and its impact on youths on
the Khelo India programme,
a brain-child of Prime Minister Narendra Modi. He further
pointed that with Kiren Rijiju,
who hails from the state, as the
new Union Minister for Sports
and Youth Affairs, Arunachal
Pradesh can expect a visible
facelift in sports infrastructure
and sports events in the state.
For the stupendous
performance of the motley
crew of girls hailing from different districts of the state, the
Chief Minister lauded the unstinted support and dedication
of the present office bearers of
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the Arunachal Pradesh Football Association (APFA) headed by its president Kipa Ajay.
While advising the
APFA team to continue its
good work, he said the government is ready to cooperate
and support their endeavours.
As a goodwill gesture,
Khandu allowed the girls a detour of the Chief Minister’s Office including the CM’s chamber besides sharing a cup of
tea with them.

CBO, NGO, Public urged
to participate in budget
preparation

ITANAGAR, June 24:
The newly reinstated state
government under Chief Minister Pema Khandu is all set
to begin its new innings with
formulation of the Arunachal
State Budget 2019.
Continuing with the
hugely appreciated initiative
of the previous years, the
state government is all set to
make the budget preparation
an all inclusive and participatory process. The best holistic
suggestions from the citizens
would be incorporated in the
final budget likely to be placed
in the Assembly in its maiden
session in July.
Khandu in a message
here today reiterated that time
has come again to put all ‘our
heads and hearts together to
shape our future, steer our
destiny and plan to make our
beautiful state - Arunachal

Pradesh, a better place for our
children’. “The upcoming ‘Arunachal State Budget 2019’
preparation exercise has started and like each year, we solicit your valuable suggestions
and inputs,” he said in an appeal to the people.
“This year’s budget
must draw a roadmap where
we all intend, aspire and see
our state Arunachal Pradesh
by 2024. As a member of
‘Team Arunachal’ please share
your ideas and I assure that
all good suggestions, which
are in public interest, will form
part of our budget document,”
Khandu added.
The Chief Minister
urged and welcomed all –
community based organizations, NGOs, intellectuals, senior citizens, women activists,
academicians, students and
youths - to participate in the
budget preparation by putting
forward their views and suggestions by logging on towww.
arunachalbudget.in.

Governor, First Lady
of the State meet NCC
Cadets

Itanagar, June 25:
The Governor of Arunachal
Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) and First Lady of
the State Smt Neelam Misra
interacted with National Cadet
Corps cadets from Delhi Public School, Faridabad at Raj
Bhavan, Itanagar.
The Governor advised
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the cadets to focus on their
academics and extracurricular
activities. He impressed upon
them to be a good citizen and
good human being. Always
help others and be prepared to
assist the needy, be involved
in healthy activities for mental and physical fitness and to
be at peace with yourself, the
Governor said.
The Governor, who
himself was a NCC cadet from
1955 to 1959 and had passed
‘C’ certificate said that he was
selected into the Indian Army
because of his NCC certificate.
He called upon the students to
take keen interest in NCC activities, which motivate, inspire
and instil discipline, integrity
and patriotism in an individual.
Sharing his experiences in the State, the Governor
told the NCC cadets that the
State of Arunachal Pradesh
and its people are unique and
laudable in many ways. Arunachal Pradesh has 26 major
tribes and 100 sub tribes with
distinct dialect and traditions.
It is noteworthy that they interact with each other in Hindi,
which is very popular. They
always greetoutsiders with
‘Jai Hind’. This happens only
in Arunachal Pradesh. He further said that the highest spirit
of nationalism amongst all the
States of India is in Arunachal
Pradesh.
In Arunachal Pradesh,
the Governor said that literacy
rate and women empowerment
is improving year by year. The
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Governor also shared with the
NCC cadets, his war experiences in the Army and the moments of the India’s first Independence Day, his initiatives
he took towards Ex-Servicemen
Ten NCC Cadets, including 6 girl cadets, accompanied by 4 teachers are on
a ‘Study cum Cultural Tour’
of Arunachal Pradesh. In
their maiden visit to the State
Capital, they are visiting various parts of the Capital and
interacting with cadets of the
State.

Khandu holds pre-budget
consultative meeting
with non BJP MLA

ITANAGAR, June 26
Continuing the pre-budget
consultations, Chief Minister Pema Khandu along with
Deputy Chief Minister Chowna
Mein today sought inputs and
suggestions from all non-BJP
Legislators of the state in an
exclusive meeting here today.
Khandu and Mein explained to the legislators including former Chief Minister
NabamTuki (INC) and former MP NinongEring (INC)
and several new faces, that
the state government has resolved to overhaul the planning process, which would
now start from the grassroot
level.
They said that in order
to do away with individualcentric schemes, all devel-
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opmental projects would be
decided at the district level
through the district planning
committees and included in
the annual Budget. They said
that the concerned legislators will be duly consulted in
selection of the schemes and
will be recommended to the
state government by the planning committees with their approval.
“Contrary to the misconception, this will give
more powers to the elected
representatives as now on
no scheme or project will be
approved by the government
without their consent or knowledge,” Khandu informed.
He further assured
that every constituency, either of the ruling or non-ruling
party, will be treated equally
and there will be need-based
and equitable distribution of
funds.
“We have wasted
much of our resources on
projects and schemes beneficial to few individuals. This we
are going to stop completely,”
Khandu added.
Former Chief Minister
NabamTuki while appreciating the initiative suggested
that budgetary allocations
may be provided to complete
all the ongoing schemes and
projects first. He said many
projects and assets are lying
defunct as physically these
may be complete but are not
complete financially, which
he stressed must be the gov-
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ernment’s priority. Tuki also
called attention of the government towards resolving the
burgeoning issue of unemployment. He suggested that
the tourism potential of the
state may be tapped to cope
with the problem. Echoing
similar concerns, former MP
and INC Legislator NinongEring asked the government to
concentrate on paving way for
corporates and investors to
invest in Arunachal Pradesh.
He said unless industries and
investments do not come in
from corporate giants, providing employment to the youths
will be a big burden for the
government.
KardoNyigyor of PPA
suggested promoting the veterinary and fishery sectors for
employment generation. He
said that these sectors are yet
to be tapped in a larger scale
as these have immense potential to change the state’s
rural economy.
First time legislators
HayangMangfi,
JikkeTako
and GokarBasar suggested
clubbing of several villages
for running schools. They
pointed that several schools
in rural areas have very low
to zero attendance and said
these can be clubbed to make
one school that would cater to
more than two-three villages.
They also expressed concern
on degrading education quality and urged the government
for a complete makeover.
Bureaucrat
turned
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legislator TarinDakpe also
endorsed closing down of defunct schools and improving
the quality of education. He
viewed hydro-power as one
of the potentials for generating revenue as well as employment. He however suggested that the government
concentrate only on small and
feasible hydro power projects
besides other industries.
All the 14 legislators
present in the meeting were
unanimous in appreciating the
government’s effort to streamline the planning process.
They extended their support
in the initiative and expressed
gratitude to the Chief Minister
and the Deputy Chief Minister
for consulting them, despite
being from different parties, in
preparation of the budget.
Also present in the
meeting and submitting their
respective views and suggestions were DorjeeWangdiKharma (Kalaktang), TechiKaso
(Itanagar),
TalemTaboh
(Rumgong), KanggongTaku
(Mariyang), TapukTaku (Seppa East), KarikhoKri (Tezu)
and SomlungMossang (Bordumsa).

Khandu meets
APWWS; acknowledges
their influence on
womenfolk

ITANAGAR , June 26:
The Arunachal Pradesh
Women’s Welfare Society
(APWWS) headed by its

President Dipti BengiaTadar called on Chief Minister
Pema Khandu at his offices
here this morning and discussed various issues confronting the society related
directly or indirectly to the
women of the state.
Acknowledging
the
role and influence of the
womenfolk in welfare and
development of a society,
Khandu assured his government’s full cooperation and
support to resolve the issues
raised by the Association besides lending a helping in its
endeavours.
He appreciated the
APWWS for its constructive
suggestions submitted during the pre-budget consultative meeting held yesterday
and underscored the Association’s concern on the growing menace of drug addiction, especially amongst the
youth.
“I fully endorse your
concern on drug addiction
and the need for a concerted
effort in curbing the menace
as well as de-addiction and
rehabilitation of our misguided youths. While the government is duty bound to create
a drug-free society the role
of womenfolk is paramount
in this crusade, Khandu
pointed and hoped the Association would lead from the
front.
To the submission of
the APWWS for an in-depth
Advocacy, Awareness and
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Research to tackle drug as
well as alcohol addiction in
the society, Khandu assured
to keep provisions for it in the
forthcoming budget.
The Chief Minister
also acknowledged the need
to make marriage registration mandatory as urged by
the Association for security
of not only the wives but also
of husbands when it comes
to legal issues.
The women’s body
also requested the Chief
Minister to provide all basic
and required facilities in the
lone mental hospital of the
state located near Doimukh.
It suggested that if feasible
any reputed NGO with track
record can be authorised to
run the hospital to cater to
the needs of the patients,
who require round the clock
and special treatment.
APWWS also raised
concerns over discreet gambling dens across the state,
which it claimed, was causing disharmony in the society
and destroying families. Besides drawing attention of the
Chief Minister towards various women related issues, it
also questioned the availability of the online game PUBG.
It claimed addiction to the
online game has become a
major concern especially for
school-going kids.
The APWWS President was accompanied by
five other members of the
association.
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news in pictures
The Governor of
Arunachal Pradesh Brig.
(Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.)
addressed the first session
of the seventh Legislative
Assembly of the State
at the State Legislative
Assembly, Itanagar on
June 4, 2019.

Chief Minister Pema
Khandu called on
Union Minister of State
(Independent) for Youth
Affairs & Sports Kiren
Rijiju at his office in New
Delhi and congratulated
him on assuming his
office on June 17, 2019

Chief Minister Pema
Khandu called on
Union Finance Minister
and Corporate Affairs
Nirmala Sitharaman
accompanied by Deputy
Chief Minister Chowna
Mein and Arunachal East
MP Tapir Gao at New
Delhi on June 17, 2019.
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The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.) visited the
lone Sports Institute of the State, the Sangay Lhaden Sports Academy (SLSA),
Chimpu, Itanagar on June 26, 2019.
Deputy Chief Minister,
Chowna Mein
inaugurated State Bank
of India’s Arunachal
Pradesh Civil Secretariat
Branch in the 1st Floor,
4th Block of Arunachal
Pradesh Civil Secretariat
Building here in Itanagar
on June 12, 2019.

Arunachal Pradesh
Public Service
Commission (APPSC)
Chairman, Nipo Nabam
and his team of Members
and Officials called on
Chief Minister Pema
Khandu at Secretariat
office on June 7, 2019
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Arunachal Review is planning to introduce
a section, called ‘Youth Section ’ in this monthly
magazine shortly.
‘Youth Section ’ aims at promoting creative
potentials of students and young generation of Arunachal
Pradesh by highlighting their achievements and also
giving a platform for creative development thereby
aiming to promote a constructive and progressive spirit
among them.
Articles concerning people and culture, welfare issues of students, short
stories, poems, drawing and paintings and reports on achievement on various issues
concerning the arena of youth will be received by the undersigned for inclusion in
the section.
Honorarium of Rs 1000/- (Rupees One Thousand) will also be given for
selected matter.
Participants are requested to send their matter in both hard copy and CD or
email at dipr_arun@rediffmail.com or diprarunx@gmail.com along with proper
address and a brief bio-data.
Readers of the section can also write letter to the Editor on issues related to
the magazine and views of common interests of the youth.
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